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ABSTRACT

Abstract
Due to the continuous popularity of tattoos in Germany and other countries one fifth to a quarter of the
population is already carrying this permanent body decoration. Despite this high incidence, numerous
toxicological endpoints, especially in the case of the color giving pigments, are missing for an adequate
risk assessment of tattoo inks. In this thesis, photostability and biokinetics are investigated as two of the
key elements of tattoo pigment pharmacokinetics.
The light-induced decomposition of six organic pigments was investigated using laser irradiation, which is
commonly used for tattoo removal. Decomposition products were analyzed using gas chromatographic
separation coupled to mass spectrometric detection. Additionally, the photothermal decomposition as
occurring with laser irradiation was mimicked by pyrolysis.
Data for pigment biokinetics could only be obtained by analysis of human samples since animal testing
for tattoo applications was declined in Germany. Here, pigment and element distribution in skin and
lymph nodes, as well as other peripheral organs, were assessed using mass spectrometric devices and
synchrotron x-ray fluorescence techniques.
Upon laser irradiation, all organic pigments were cleaved into benzene and hydrogen cyanide. Also,
potentially carcinogenic and sensitizing compounds were found for each pigment specifically. The same
decomposition products were also found in pigment pyrolysis. In in vitro cytotoxicity tests, hydrogen
cyanide showed an impairment of the skin cell metabolism in the expected concentrations.
The analysis of skin and lymph node samples revealed a preferential transport of smaller particles of
organic and inorganic pigments. Associated to tattoo pigments, potentially carcinogenic and sensitizing
elements like Ni, Cr and Cd are transported to the draining lymph nodes. No increased element
concentrations were detected in other peripheral organs investigated so far.
The data obtained from laser irradiation and pyrolysis in combination with information from other
publications allow an extrapolation of the decomposition of non-investigated pigments of the same
chemical classes. This facilitates the exclusion of pigments degrading into toxins out of the several
hundred potentially used in tattoo inks.
The data on distribution of tattoo inks do not display a full data set for biokinetics under the given
circumstances but confirm life-long exposition to potentially harmful material in the lymph nodes. Since
the distribution of other insoluble pigments including white titanium dioxide is well described in
literature upon subcutaneous and intradermal application, this data might be used to extrapolate the
distribution of tattoo pigments.
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Zusammenfassung
Durch die anhaltende Beliebtheit von Tätowierungen tragen in Deutschland und anderen Ländern
zwischen einem Fünftel und einem Viertel aller Menschen diesen permanenten Körperschmuck. Trotz
dieser hohen Inzidenz stehen viele toxikologische Daten für eine ausreichende Risikobewertung der
Inhaltstoffe von Tätowiermitteln, insbesondere der Pigmente, nicht zur Verfügung.
In dieser Arbeit wurden zwei Kernelemente der Pharmakokinetik von Tätowiermittelpigmenten, die
Stabilität unter Lichteinfluss und die Biokinetik, untersucht.
Die lichtinduzierte Zersetzung von sechs organischen Pigmenten unter Laserbestrahlung, welche zur
Entfernung von Tätowierungen eingesetzt wird, wurde mit Hilfe von Gaschromatographie mit
massenspektrometrischer Detektion untersucht. Zudem wurde die photothermische Zersetzung unter
Laserbestrahlung durch Pyrolyse simuliert.
Biokinetische Daten konnten nur durch die Analyse humaner Proben erhoben werden, da Tierversuche
für diesen Anwendungsbereich in Deutschland nicht genehmigt wurden. Hier wurde die Verteilung von
organischen Pigmenten und Elementen in Haut und Lymphknoten, sowie anderen peripheren Organen
mit Hilfe massenspektrometrischer Methoden und Synchrotron-Röntgenfluoreszenz analysiert.
In den Laserversuchen konnte gezeigt werden, dass generell aus allen untersuchten organischen
Pigmenten Benzol und Blausäure freigesetzt werden können. Zudem entstehen pigmentspezifisch
potentiell krebserregende und allergieauslösender Substanzen. Die gleichen Zersetzungsprodukte
zeigten sich ebenfalls durch Pyrolyse der Pigmente. In vitro Zytotoxizitätstests konnten zeigen, dass der
Hautzellmetabolismus durch Blausäure in den zu erwartenden Konzentrationen eingeschränkt wird.
Die Analysen der Haut und Lymphknotenproben zeigten einen bevorzugten Transport von kleinen
Partikeln organischer und anorganischer Pigmente. Zusammen mit diesen Pigmenten gelangen auch
potentiell krebserregende und allergieauslösende Elementverunreinigung wie Ni, Cr und Cd in die
Lymphknoten. In peripheren Organen konnten noch keine Pigmente oder erhöhte Elementgehalte
festgestellt werden.
Durch die gewonnen Daten der Laserbestrahlung, Pyrolyse und anhand der Literatur lassen sich für
einzelne chemische Pigmentklassen auch die Zersetzungsprodukte nicht untersuchter Pigmente
extrapolieren. Die Daten können dazu genutzt werden, unter Hunderten verfügbaren Pigmenten
diejenigen mit toxischen Zersetzungsprodukten zu identifizieren und für die Anwendung in
Tätowiermitteln auszuschließen.
Die unter den gegebenen Umständen gewonnenen Daten in Bezug auf die Verteilung von
Tätowiermittelpigmenten im Körper stellen keine vollständige Biokinetik dar, belegen jedoch die
8
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lebenslange Exposition gegenüber potentiell gesundheitsschädlichen Stoffen in den Lymphknoten. Da
die Verteilung anderer unlöslicher Partikel, inklusive dem Weißpigment Titandioxid, auch in subkutaner
und intradermaler Applikation in der Literatur gut beschrieben ist, können diese Daten ebenfalls zur
Extrapolation der Verteilung von Tätowiermittelpigmenten herangezogen werden.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations
All abbreviations occurring in the text, except for those used in the articles in Chapter 2, are listed in the
following table.

ADME

administration, distribution, metabolism and secretion

ALARA

as low as reasonably achievable

BfR

Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (German: Bundesinstitut für
Risikobewertung)

BVL

Federal Office of Consumer Protection and Food Safety (German:
Bundesamt für Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit)

BTEX

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene

C.I.

color index

CYP

cytochrome P450

DNEL

Derived No-Effect Level

ECHA

European Chemicals Agency

EU

European Union

GC-MS

gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry

GHS

Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals

HCB

hexachlorobenzene

IARC

International Agency for Research on Cancer

i.d.

intradermal

IPL

intense pulsed light

i.p.

intraperitoneal

i.v.

intravenous

LC-MS

liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry

LFGB

German Food and Feed Code (German: Lebensmittelfuttergesetzbuch)

LOAEL

lowest-observed-adverse-effect level

MALDI-ToF-MS

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass
spectrometry

MAK

Maximum workplace concentration (German: Maximale ArbeitsplatzKonzentration)
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NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

OECD

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

PAA

primary aromatic amines

PAH

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

PEG

polyethylene glycol

P.B.

pigment blue

P.G.

pigment green

P.O.

pigment orange

P.R.

pigment red

P.V.

pigment violet

P.Y.

pigment yellow

py-GC-MS

pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

QSAR

Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship

Q-switched

quality-switched

RAPEX

Rapid Alert System for dangerous non-food products

ReSaP(2008)1

Resolution on requirements and criteria for the safety of tattoos and
permanent make-up

ROS

reactive oxygen species

s.c.

subcutaneous

TiO2

titanium dioxide

TätoV

tattoo products regulation (German: Tätowiermittelverordnung)

UV

ultra violet
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INTRODUCTION — SECTION 1.1

1. Introduction
1.1.

Past and present: Human history of tattooing

The permanent depositing of pigments in the skin―which is nowadays referred to as tattooing
―reaches back to the beginning of modern humanity. Not only did „Ötzi“, the oldest European iceman
mummy dating back to 3370–3100 BC, have 61 tattoos spread all over his body1, but tattoos found on
early mummies from Peru, Egypt and Russia imply that tattooing was a worldwide phenomenon2. Tools
discovered at archeological sites, which were used to create tattoos, even date the beginnings of
tattooing back to the Upper Paleolithic3. During history, it has not lost any of its appeal to the present
day and has consistently existed to the present day2.
In the recent decades, there has been a massive increase in tattooing. In Germany a total of 9.1% of the
population is tattooed, in the age group of 25–34 years the figure is 22.3%4. A comparison of multiple
studies from Europe, Australia and the USA showed similar values with the highest prevalence of 38% in
the 30–39 year age group in the USA5.
Over the centuries, the techniques used to perform this body modification have evolved and improved.
The first tattoos were probably made by simply rubbing charcoal into the skin after it had been
punctured with primitive tools such as thorns, sharpened bone or flintstone knives6. More sophisticated
methods included sewing and needles hammered into the skin in the arctic and Polyneasia7. Even today,
these techniques still find devoted communities around the globe and are also practiced traditionally in
some countries.
During the industrialization and electrification of Western societies, more advanced tattooing methods
came into being. In 1891, Samuel O’Reilly and Thomas Riley patented the first electrical driven rotary and
single coil tattoo machines, respectively8,9. Modern tattoo machines are technologically refined
descendants of this technology.
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1.2.

The tattooing procedure

Irrespective of the various techniques available to obtain a permanent skin colorization, the physiological
process remains the same. Insoluble pigment particles are inserted into the dermal layer of the skin (Fig.
1). If deposited into the upper epidermis, the fast regeneration and dispensing of dead cells towards the
skin surface would lead to a rapid fading of the tattoo within weeks. It should be mentioned, that the
latter is attempted in the case of so-called “bio-tattoos” and permanent make-up which should resolve
or disappear after some time. However, the epidermis is a relatively thin cell layer varying from 50–1500
µm in thickness that even an experienced tattoo artist using modern tattoo machines struggles to
exclusively hit the epidermis. Therefore, a semi-vanished tattoo might even remain in the person’s skin
in case of “bio-tattoos”. With permanent make-up, the outer border of lips, eye-lids and the shape of the
eyebrows are highlighted with a tattooing procedure, which is intended to vanish after a certain time.
Even if the depth of the needles is not controllable in a satisfactory manner, most permanent-make up
colorations disappear. Presumably, permanent make-up vanishes because facial skin has a faster turn
over, a thick corneal layer around the lips prevents deeper dermal injection or because less ink is
injected. In terms of the eye brows, an exceedingly high number of case reports can be found in
literature on laser removal of no-longer wanted coloration. Often because these inks tend to undergo
color changes already before or after laser-removal10,11. Since the procedure of permanent make-up is
comparable to the tattooing process, the following work will use the term “tattoo” implicitly including
permanent make-up.
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Figure 1: Translocation mechanism of tattoo particles from skin to lymph nodes. Upon injection of tattoo inks,
particles can either be passively transported via blood and lymph fluid or phagocytized by immune cells and
subsequently deposited in regional lymph nodes. When the wound has completely healed, particles are present in
the dermis and in the sinusoids of the draining lymph nodes (from Schreiver et al. 2017, Chapter 2.4).
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1.3.

Biodistribution of tattoo ingredients

Once injected into the dermis, all tattoo ink ingredients are in contact with either lymph fluid, blood or
both. Therefore, a full bioavailability of all ingredients is given. Pigments are actively and passively
transported to the draining lymph nodes of that body area12-15(Fig. 1). This transport is macroscopically
visible by the massive amounts of pigments that can be found in the lymph nodes of tattooed
individuals12. In the dermis, the pigments will be either phagocytized by fibroblasts or macrophages16 or
stay in the extra-cellular matrix17-19. Whether pigments travel beyond the lymph nodes is part of ongoing
research. Despite the observations in human and animal studies, the pigment translocation to the lymph
nodes has not been characterized in terms of chemical composition or size so far. One study conducted
on cadaveric black lymph node tissue revealed the storage of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
inside the carbon particles20. Colloidal carbon particles can be found in the draining lymph vessels and
the isolateral para-aortic lymph nodes as quickly as 3–6 minutes after injection into hamstring muscles of
the leg in Wistar rats16. Pigment titanium dioxide (TiO2) was found in liver, lymph nodes, spleen, and lung
after subcutaneous (s.c.) and intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection21-23.
With regard to soluble components of tattoo ink, rapid biodistribution via the blood and lymph stream
followed by excretion is to be expected. Other polymeric structures or pigments residing in skin might
become distributed after degradation.
The biokinetics of tattoo inks therefore underlie different phases and mechanisms. Firstly, an immediate
passive distribution of particles and soluble substances will occur at the time of the tattooing procedure.
Secondly, phagocytizing cells will actively translocate particles to the draining lymph nodes until wound
healing is complete. As a third step, cell metabolism, sunlight exposure and removal procedures can
release degradation products from pigments or residual large polymers.
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1.4.

Tattoo regulation and its shortcomings in Germany

Before 2009, tattoo inks were regulated under the German Food and Feed Code (German: Lebens- und
Futtermittelgesetzbuch, LFGB). As defined by this law, products must be safe and shall not harm human
health. It is the manufacturer’s responsibility to ensure the safety of products. The LFGB does not
contain specific requirements for tattoo inks. On European level, a first resolution on requirements of
tattoo safety was established in 2003 and renewed in 2008 (ResAP(2008)1)24. It was translated into
German law in 2009 (German: Tätowiermittelverordnung, TätoV)25. The TätoV bans pigments from use in
tattoo inks which are forbidden or restricted in their area of application according to Annexes II and IV of
the European Union (EU) cosmetics regulation. Additionally, the TätoV contains a list of carcinogenic
aromatic amines which are not to be released from pigments upon reductive cleavage. Still to this day,
no health-related risk assessment of ingredients used in tattoo inks has been considered in this
legislation. The main criticism of the current regulation is, that by providing a list of forbidden pigments,
all non-listed pigments can potentially be used. Since more than 10.000 pigments and dyes have been
listed in the color index (C.I.) to date, a large number of non-tested pigments with unknown toxicological
effects exist for legal use in tattoo inks. The TätoV also does not cover other ingredients used in the
multi-component ink mixture, e.g. element impurities, PAHs or preservatives.
Therefore, the BfR recommends the establishment of a “whitelist” of less harmful substances. However,
this is a long-term goal due to the current lack of data for risk assessment. In an opinion letter, the BfR
listed necessary steps for a health-based risk assessment. Besides the characterization of physicochemical and toxicological properties of the ingredients, the biokinetics of pigments after in vivo
subcutaneous application are also required26. This opinion is shared by the broad majority of the tattoo
research community27.
On the one hand, the compliance of inks with legislation needs to be monitored by official authorities.
Past investigations by the federal state laboratories reveal deficits in the microbiological and chemical
state of the analyzed inks28,29. On the other hand, no validated method for pigment identification is
available to date. Thus, German state laboratories often rely on labelling as an indication of the pigments
used. A Swiss study showed that nearly half of the inks caused complaints due to false declarations and
that one third contained non-compliant pigments30. Since threshold levels for impurities are missing,
federal state laboratories have difficulties in banning substances found at increased levels if these are
not explicitly listed in the annex II or IV of the EU regulations of cosmetics. Any complaints for Ni and
PAHs, for example, are therefore based on the assumption that they can harm human health in the
concentrations found. In general, the state laboratories probe tattoo inks from distributors, as well as
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tattoo parlors, regarding microbial contamination and other ingredients. If an ink fails the test,
manufacturers are informed about the non-compliance of their products. If inks are believed to pose a
serious risk to the health and safety of consumers, the products are submitted to RAPEX (the European
Rapid Alert System for dangerous non-food products)31. This allows consumers and tattoo parlors to
inform themselves about potentially harmful inks.
In general, tattoo inks do not need to be approved before market entry, e.g. by submitting safety
dossiers for the products to legal authorities. Only trade names and ingredients have to be sent to the
Federal Office for Consumer Protection and Food Safety (German: Bundesamt für Verbraucherschutz
und Lebensmittelsicherheit (BVL)).
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1.5.

Composition of tattoo inks

Color giving pigments certainly represent the most essential ingredient of tattoo inks. In the past,
traditional tattoo inks were self-mixed by the tattooist from black soot of varying origin32 and some inks
are still prepared this way today. Before the time of professional manufacturing of dedicated tattoo inks,
it can be assumed that people used colored ingredients of all kinds for injection into the skin. In personal
communication, people reported red bricks, plant leaves and household paints being used for tattooing.
Even today, some professional and home-tattooists use Indian ink intended for calligraphic use33.
The professionalization of the production of tattoo inks does not directly imply safe use, even if some
manufacturers nowadays try to avoid certain ingredients to the best of available knowledge. The main
qualities of a good tattoo ink from an artist’s point of view is good suspension of the maximum possible
amount of pigment in a watery consistency, immediate usability and ink that does not dry out too
quickly. Therefore, the solvents used (e.g. water, ethyl alcohol or isopropanol) need to be mixed with
stabilizers. Often surfactants and dispersants (e.g. glycols and polymers) known from the cosmetics and
paint industries are used34. Additionally, preservatives might be added to avoid microbial growth after
opening of the ink containers. Furthermore, some ink formulations contain ingredients with a
questionable purpose. These include fragrances such as eucalyptol and menthol, as well as plant extracts
such as witch hazel.
The pigments can either be of organic or inorganic nature. Some decades ago, mostly inorganic salts and
metal oxides were used35,36. Black iron oxides have since mainly been replaced by carbon black due to its
darker color. Also, other inorganic pigments have been replaced due to the increasing use of more
brilliant organic pigments. The former are still favored in permanent make-up applications and when
more earth-like tones are desired. In 2011, the inorganic pigments manganese violet (C.I. 77742), iron
oxides red, yellow and black were only found in 1–4% of all tattoo inks according to content
declarations30. The most used inorganic pigment is white TiO2 with an occurrence of 36% in all inks
tested in the survey30. It is needed to generate certain color shades and is sometimes replaced with
white barium sulfate34. Pigments are synthesized as particles and have a polydisperse primary size from
two-digit nano to micrometer ranges.
The organic pigments used in tattoo inks are manufactured for the cosmetic and paint industry. The
currently used chemical structures can be assigned to a few major families (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Common chemical structures used in tattoo inks. a)-h) Most organic pigments used in tattoo inks today
belong to the displayed chemical classes. Their photostability varies dependent on the number of weak bonds in
their structure. a,d) Azo pigments potentially release primary aromatic amines (PAAs) by cleavage of the azo bond
leading to the formation of an amine. They account for most yellow, orange and red pigments currently used. b)
Quinacridone pigments have a reddish to bluish pink appearance and are highly light-fast pigments. c) The most
famous diketopyrrolopyrrole is better known as “Ferrari red”. These pigments are highly light-fast and give orange
to red color tones. e) Dioxazine pigments are violet and their stability is dependent on the corresponding residues.
f) The light-fast perylene pigments give a dark red, brown or black color. To date, these have not been frequently
found in tattoo inks. g) Cu-phthalocyanines represent the only blue and green organic pigments found in tattoo inks
today. h) Only one quinaphthalone yellow, highly chlorinated pigment has been used in tattoo inks to date. It has
advantageous features in terms of light stability compared to azo pigments.

The surface of pigment particles is often modified to facilitate proper suspension with regard to their
dedicated use in combination with specific solvents and dispersants. These so-called coatings can be
proprietary and therefore unknown to the ink manufactures. But similar to the surface of biomaterials,
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coatings might have a crucial role in biocompatibility of the pigments37. TiO2, for example, is treated with
aluminum silicates to reduce photoactivity. Organic surface coatings might be composed of
polyethylenoxide, dioctylphthalate, 3-isobutoxypropylamine or polydimethylsiloxane38.
In order to achieve the proper suspension of the pigments, glycerol, propylene glycol, polyethylene
glycol (PEG), dimethyl siloxanes, polyvinylpyrrolidone, shellac or acryl-containing block co-polymers are
used as auxiliary substances in tattoo inks34,38. A market survey from 2011 revealed the use of the
surfactants β-naphthol ethoxylates, octylphenol ethoxylate (better known as Triton X-100), nonylphenol
ethoxylates and diethylenglycol in tattoo ink30. Also 2,4,7,9-tetramethyl-5-decin-4,7-diol and
cyclosiloxanes were identified in various inks (unpublished data).
The higher the water content of an ink, the more likely it is that microorganisms can grow in the
products. If an ink is produced with a water activity value below 0.6, it might be produced without
preservatives to reduce risks of allergic reactions34. Since many inks contain high amounts of various
alcohols as solvents, the antimicrobial properties of these make preservatives unnecessary. Nonetheless,
some inks contain preservatives such as phenol, isothiazolinones, phenoxyethanol, glyoxal, benzoic acid
and formaldehyde29,30.
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1.6.

Toxic substances in tattoo inks

1.6.1

Impurities derived from ink manufacturing

Depending on the manufacturing process of the raw pigments, different purity grades at different costs
are available on the market. Since most inorganic iron pigments are made from mining products, they
commonly contain Ni, Cr, Cu or Co—amongst other elements39. Ni might also be used as a catalyst in
pigment synthesis e.g. for phthalocyanines. Especially pigment impurities with sensitizing properties are
considered problematic. Ni, for example, is one of the most common contact allergens40 and therefore
people with known sensitivities should take into consideration that tattooing might trigger an unwanted
allergic reaction. The ResAP(2008)1 and the BfR recommend the restriction of Ni in tattoo inks by the
ALARA-principle (“as low as reasonably achievable”). However, this gives no absolute threshold level that
can be applied by responsible surveillance laboratories or manufactures to declare inks as compliant
with legislation24. Also, there is currently a deficit of information as to which concentrations can be
considered reasonably achievable for the different kinds of pigments.
Other impurities might derive from organic pigments either as residues of their chemical building blocks
or solvents from wet-synthesis. These include carcinogenic PAAs and carcinogenic nitrosamines28,41. For
some PAAs an increased risk of bladder cancer was found, other substances such as 3,3′dichlorobenzidine (DCBD) might cause cancer in a variety of tissues42. Solvents used during the
manufacturing process that can still be detected in the inks are toluene, xylene, ethylbenzene and
styrene (unpublished data). These volatiles partly belong to the BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
xylene) group of chemicals known to cause acute and chronic toxic effects to the liver and the nervous
system43. Moreover, styrene is also mutagenic44.
Carbon black contains various amounts of PAHs, dependent on the manufacturing process used. A
contamination with PAHs cannot be fully avoided, even if highly purified products exist. They are known
carcinogens and frequently found in tattoo inks20. PAHs are constant contaminants in our daily life
wherever combustion takes place, e.g. in open fires or food processing, as well as in mineral oil based
products. Still, carbon black tattoos can display an additional chronic exposure to PAHs with unknown
health effects. However, a recent study conducted in naked mice suggests that at least in skin, black
tattoos have a protective effect regarding the development of skin cancer due to the light absorptive
properties of the pigment45.
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1.6.2

Toxic substances resulting from the degradation processes

Degradation products of organic pigments are increasingly recognized as a potential health threat. Toxic
and carcinogenic substances may be released from the pigments after exposure to ultra-violet (UV) or
visible light irradiation46. This has been shown for various mono azo pigments using sunlight simulation
(pigment red (P.R.)22, pigment yellow (P.Y.)74, P.R.112, P.R.170). Also, the frequency doubled qualityswitched (Q-switched) Nd:YAG laser, as used in tattoo laser removal, has been shown to cleave azo
pigments (P.Y.97, P.R.9, P.R.22, P.R.112)15,46-49. In the case of diazo pigments, decomposition into the
carcinogen DCBD has been shown in sunlight, laser irradiation or both for P.Y.14, P.Y.83, pigment
orange(P.O.)13 and P.O.3450,51. The diazo P.O.16 released 3,3’-dimethoxydiphenyl upon sunlight
simulation50,51. The quinacridone P.R.202 is the only non-azo pigment for which a cleavage product,
namely the carcinogen 4-chloroaniline, has been described in literature49. To prevent this light-induced
degradation, colorful tattoos should be protected from sunlight either by applying sunscreen or textiles.
Also, the metabolization of pigments is a subject of intense discussion. In general, pigments are thought
to be inert due to their insolubility and therefore considered not accessible to degrading enzymes.
However, the metabolization of the azo compound P.Y.74 by liver cells has been verified in vitro52.
The degradation of pigments is accompanied by a higher solubility of the evolving substances. As in the
case of the impurities mentioned above, these can therefore be distributed throughout the body.
1.6.3

Other toxic tattoo ink ingredients

Indian ink sometimes used for tattooing was mentioned in clinical case reports as causing allergies33.
Some studies report carmine dyes as possible tattoo ingredient53. The usage of these lice-derived dyes is
critical for two reasons: first, they are light sensitive and will decay and thus vanish from the tattoo over
time, and second because they have been reported to cause severe allergies even leading to systemic
anaphylaxis53. Preservatives are mostly of concern due to their sensitizing effects54. Since their use is not
restricted in Germany, preservatives that have been banned or restricted for cosmetic products may be
used in tattoo inks and are frequently found in market surveys (cf. Chapter 1.4).
The toxicity of polymers used to disperse the pigments in tattoo inks might be induced by their
metabolization in the human body. For example, toxic acidification can be induced by metabolism of PEG
into its hydroxy acid and diacid derivatives and the monomer ethylene glycol55,56.
Also, phthalates were identified in black tattoo inks41,57. The toxicity of dibutyl phthalate in particular on
the reproductive system is of special concern.
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The genotoxicity of the commonly used white pigment TiO2 shown in alveolar cells in vitro58 and
carcinogenicity in animal studies in vivo59,60 is currently the subject of much debate. Based on the
available data, the French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety (ANSES)
proposed harmonized classification of TiO2 under carcinogenicity category 1B according to the GHS
(Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals) with the hazard statement
H350i “may cause cancer upon inhalation”. However, in view of epidemiological data, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) working group concluded that only inadequate evidence exists for
the carcinogenicity of TiO2 in humans60. Currently, no hazards have been classified regarding TiO2 in the
substance information portal of the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). However, the ECHA’s
Committee for Risk Assessment concluded that TiO2 can be classified as suspected of causing cancer
(category 2, through the inhalation route) but the final decision of the European Commission is still
pending.
Other ingredients that might exhibit toxic properties are contained in UV-active tattoo inks. These “glowin-the-dark” inks are described as polymethylmethacrylate microspheres containing 2.5% fluorescent
dye61. Some sources claim the use of phosphate based inks62 which will glow even in the absence of a UV
light source. The glow in the dark feature will probably vanish after a short period of time. However, no
scientific sources or chemical analyses can be found in literature. No survey indicates how many people
have had these kinds of tattoos, but it most likely accounts only for a minority. One case report on these
inks showed severe granulomatous dermatitis due to a foreign material including lymphocyte infiltration
and formation of giant cells63.
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1.7.

Health risks related to tattoos

The most frequently reported side effects of tattoos are infectious diseases (151) followed by
allergic/foreign body reactions (96) and tumor growth at the site of the tattoo (33), as reported in a
review by Wenzel et al. in 201364. A survey among 448 French tattooists revealed that 42.5% percent had
experienced adverse reactions to at least one of their tattoos. The most reported tattoo reactions were
transient itching, swelling and sunlight sensitivity (23–57%) followed by “allergy” with 8%65. A study by
Klügl et al. reported that 67.5% of tattooed people exhibit health issues directly after tattooing of which
1.8% were graded as intense to very intense. 7.7% occurred after 4 weeks and 6% had persistent
problems in their skin66. Similar observations were made in a survey in New York but with a slightly
increased percentage of reactions to red tattoos normalized to their overall use as tattoo color67. After
laser treatment, 5% of patients reported persistent side effects still present after 30 weeks68.
1.7.1

Infectious diseases

Infections of the tattooed skin areas appearing shortly after tattooing are a major complication. These
can be caused by bacteria (e.g. streptococcus, staphylococcus, mycobacteria), viruses (e.g. papilloma,
herpes, hepatitis) or fungi (e.g. candida, mold fungi). The infection can be introduced by non-sterile
tattoo inks, improper handling and storage after opening of the inks, a lack of hygiene during or after the
tattooing process or by contaminated ink—independent of sterility claims on the label69.
The transmission of viral, fungal or bacterial infections by tattooing can be easily avoided by preventive
procedures. Nonetheless, case reports of small epidemics can still be found in current literature. For
example, contaminated water used to dilute the ink or non-sterile ink bottles used for multiple
customers were reported to have caused an outbreak of mycobacteria infections70,71.
1.7.2

Granulomatous reactions, sarcoidosis and allergies

Non-infectious inflammations in skin can have multiple causes and diverse manifestations. Allergies can
occur as hyperkeratosis, lichenoid reactions, granuloma or plaque elevation. In cases of strong allergy,
progression towards autoimmunity can lead to an ulcero-necrotic pattern where the full thickness of the
skin and ultimately also non-tattooed regions are affected. In a case of a tattooed man, multiple
amputations of one leg had to be carried out due to an allergic response72.
Allergies can arise as a reaction to different substances. If no immediate onset of the reaction has been
observed, soluble substances like preservatives and soluble elements that will be quickly removed from
the site of the tattoo are not thought to be the cause of these reactions. However, these immediate
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allergic reactions in sensitized individuals exist and mild forms might be confused with prolonged wound
healing and will resolve as the trigger substance vanishes73.
In terms of pigment related allergies, most case reports identify Cr as a source of element-related
allergies occurring with tattoos74. Additionally, allergic responses due to the presence of Hg19, Co36 and
Ni75, which are frequent contaminants in inorganic pigments, were reported. The presence of the
aforementioned metals was confirmed by chemical analysis of the tattoo. Positive patch tests of the
identified elements on the corresponding patients confirmed a sensitization of the patient and appear to
be the plausible cause of the tattoo allergy. In contrast, a causative relationship of allergic reactions to
tattoos and the use of certain organic pigments is somewhat debated. In reports of allergies to the
quinacridone pigments violet (P.V.)19 and P.R.122, the identity of the pigments was not verified by
chemical analysis but deduced only from the declaration of contents. Subsequent patch tests with the
used inks failed to induce an allergic reaction76,77. Only undiluted ink containing P.R.210 provoked an
allergic reaction in a patch test at day 7, but not in prick testing77. However, since the patch test was
conducted with the ink formulation and not the pigment alone, other ingredients might be the cause for
the allergic reaction observed. The most commonly used pigment phthalocyanine blue was connected to
an allergic reaction to gloves in one case report78. But since the pigment was not further characterized,
free Cu ions, Ni or other unknown coatings might have been present and therefore could have been the
actual cause of the sensitivity.
Wenzel et al. were able to conclusively show that allergic reactions to permanent make-up were caused
by the thioindigo-derivative P.R.18179. In their study, prick tests revealed papule formation after 2 days.
Tammaro et al. also reported a Cu and Disperse Blue 3 or 124 (not clearly specified) hypersensitivity as a
cause of a reaction without specifying the color of the tattoo80.
The often observed failure to link the emergence of allergic reactions to insoluble organic pigment by
patch or prick testing might indicate that the formation of hapten might take place after pigment
metabolization or degradation processes81. This is supported by the observation that allergic reactions
occur frequently after laser irradiation77,82.
Besides allergic reactions, foreign body reactions can also occur. These are characterized by granuloma
formation either due to pigment overload or as part of a systemic sarcoidosis reaction83. This can also be
induced by Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) treatments for hair removal if the patient is already susceptible to
sarcoidosis84. Rorsman et al. reported a simultaneous development of granuloma and eye inflammation
(uveitis) as a manifestation of a systemic sarcoidal reaction36. The granuloma formation in a tattoo was
linked to the aluminum contained in the ink in one case report85. The causes for foreign body reactions
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probably include distinct surface properties of the pigments leading to agglomeration and reduced
biocompatibility37,86.
However, differentiating between the aforementioned skin reactions caused by tattoos might be
challenging for the diagnosing physician since chemical induced granuloma, delayed hypersensitivity and
granulomatous hypersensitivity might coexist74.
1.7.3

Photosensitivity

Another common side effect of tattoos, is an increased photosensitivity. 21.5% of tattooed people have
complaints related to solar radiation such as swelling, itching, stinging, pain and redness of the skin87.
These reactions are not necessarily related to specific color shades but can occur in all kinds of tattoos.
One possible explanation for this phenomenon is the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) on the
particle surface as observed in carbon black pigments20. In white tattoos, rutile or anatase TiO2 pigments
are frequently used. The latter is known to be a photocatalyst and could also increase photosensitivity in
patients. In a study of Wamer et al. the occurrence of anatase TiO2 in permanent make-up and its
phototoxicity in vitro were positively correlated88.
In the analysis of red tattoo reactions by Sowden et al., seven of 18 patients noticed stronger
inflammation of their tattoo upon sunlight exposure and three of them reported sunlight exposure as
the initial cause of the onset of their reaction19.
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1.8.

Current methods of tattoo removal

In parallel to the rising popularity of tattoos, the number of people desperate for removal is increasing.
The wish can be triggered by changes in life and work circumstances that do not comply with the
position or message of the tattoo. Other reasons are artistically poorly executed tattoos or a change in
taste. The psychological strain for the patient that leads to the urge for tattoo removal may vary
dependent on the illustration and its position89.
However, each method of removal bares its own risks and sometimes entails a high financial burden
which must be well considered before starting the procedure. Due to the continuous development of
new removal procedures, no complete list of all methods employed is available.
Less widely used methods such as IPL68 and strong ultrasound will not be discussed here due to their
limited success on pigment removal. Nevertheless, non-professional use of these techniques can lead to
skin burning, scarring, inflammatory reactions and pigmentary abnormalities84.
1.8.1

Surgical and abrasive procedures

Excision of unwanted tattoos using knives or other sharp objects was a form of removal practiced by
tattooed individuals themselves before other methods were developed. Surgical removal or skin grafts
by physicians are mostly carried out as complete excision of the tattoo and are therefore only applicable
for a certain, smaller, size of tattoo90. Salt-abrasion is a form of removal also mentioned in literature82.
Dermabrasion of the upper dermis until the pigmented layer is removed is more advantageous especially
with patients suffering from allergies and other side effects. It may result in partial scarring which is
dependent on the depth of the removed layer. The recovery of the epidermal layer is facilitated by stem
cells residing in hair follicles and glands91.
1.8.2

Chemical removal

On August 1st, 2011, the BfR published an opinion regarding lactic acid tattoo removal. Concentrated
lactic acid is considered critical because of its irritating properties on the skin. It can lead to heavy
inflammation and scarring after intradermal (i.d.) application92. The first report of using acids for tattoo
removal date back to the Greek Aetius in the year 54393. The success of the procedure is based on
introducing a lactic acid solution with a tattoo machine thereby perforating the epidermis. The
inflammatory response induced by the lactic acid leads to excretion of the pigment particles through the
epidermis. The strong inflammatory reaction and the open wound pose an increased risk of an infectious
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reaction. Therefore, the BfR recommends this procedure only be carried out by trained professionals
under strict hygienic conditions94.
Other removal methods make use of trichloroacetic acid which leads to a major chemical burn at the
treated site95. Other suppliers sell removing paste containing zinc oxide, magnesium oxide, calcium
oxide, triethanolamine, isopropanol, and benzoic acid to be injected into the skin. These paste lead to
dermal fibrosis and hypertrophic scarring developed as a result of a large inflammatory response96.
1.8.3

Laser removal

The first lasers used in an attempt to remove tattoos were carbon dioxide lasers. This technique is based
on the thermal coagulation and removal of superficial skin followed by excretion of the tattoo pigments
and are therefore related to surgical removal82. Similarly, the usage of non-pulsed argon lasers leads to
tissue disruption due to heating and thus inevitably causes scarring of the treated site. Modern laser
treatments involve Q-switched lasers of different wavelengths, which emit photons in a nanosecond
pulse that are well absorbed by the ink particles. These lasers are able to cause selective
photothermolysis97. It is disputed whether the mechanical disruption of the tattoo pigment is followed
by site clearance due to macrophages, or if the chemical cleavage of organic pigments with simultaneous
loss of the chromophore leads to the fading of the tattoo98. Also, the alteration of the fine structure of
carbon particles leading to transparency is a further possible explanation for the bleaching of the visible
pigments17.
The use of lasers equipped with pigment specific wavelengths and short pulse durations leads to less risk
of scarring. However, due to the light absorption of melanin over a broad range of visible and infraredlight wavelengths, hypo- or hyperpigmentation and skin injury can occur when treating tanned
individuals or darker skin types82.
Even if side effects are less likely with laser removal compared to all other methods of tattoo removal,
they can still occur. In a survey, 24% of participants reported slight and 8% more profound scarring of the
skin after laser removal68. In particular, badly trained laser operators and an increase in laser power pose
a greater risk of scarring99.
Another risk factor is color change of the pigment into darker shades, which possibly occurs due to the
laser procedure100. This phenomenon is thought to be caused by iron oxides or TiO2 being transferred
into a different state of oxidation18,101. From observations made in one of our publications, a
carbonization reaction of the organic pigment also appears to be plausible (cf. Chapter 2.3). However,
further studies are needed to prove any of these theories. If the removal of the pigments from the skin is
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successful, hypo- or hyperpigmentation can remain at the treated site102. Full removal of the tattoo often
cannot be achieved; especially when it comes to yellow and orange tattoos. Violet, green and blue inks
might also prove challenging103. More recently, application of lasers with a pulse duration in the picosecond range, have also been found suitable for removing yellow tattoos99.
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1.9.

Aim of this thesis

In the recent years, tattoos have become increasingly popular around the globe. The variety of pigments
used in tattoo inks has moved towards the use of highly light-fast organic pigments. Yet, current
legislation in Germany only forbids the use of a portion of available pigments. This leaves all remaining
pigments free to use despite them never being tested for this route of application. The increase in
people having a tattoo automatically leads to an increase in people seeking tattoo removal—with Qswitched laser removal still being the most widely applied method.
In the face of the increasingly recognized toxicity of organic pigments, especially after chemical
decomposition, a central aim of my work was to further investigate the degradation processes of
common pigments used in tattoo inks upon laser irradiation.
Since laser irradiation leads to thermolysis of organic pigments in the skin, pyrolysis was used to mimic
this heat dependent decomposition. The work was aimed at identifying the decomposition products and
their potential hazards for tattooed individuals (Chapter 2.1). The feasibility of pigment identification
based on their specific degradation pattern during pyrolysis was investigated in order to broaden the
spectrum of methods able to detect already forbidden pigments (Chapter 2.1).
Subsequently, we aimed to prove the release of the substances found in pyrolysis under laser removal
conditions. Since animal studies for tattoo research are forbidden in Germany, a suitable alternative to
mimic laser removal was needed. In this thesis, aqueous suspensions (Chapter 2.2) and postmortem
tattooed pig skin were used to mimic the in vivo laser removal of organic pigments (Chapter 2.3). To
estimate exposure to the corresponding substances, quantitative methods were applied. Cleavage
patterns of each chemical pigment family obtained from pyrolysis and laser irradiation shall be evaluated
for their ability to manually predict hazard decomposition products in pigments not investigated.
A second objective of this thesis was to investigate the biodistribution of pigments and elemental
contaminants from the inks after tattooing. Therefore, identity and chemical characteristics of pigments
in skin and regional lymph nodes of the same individual, as well as the alteration of bio-molecules in
surrounding areas, were targeted in this study (Chapter 2.4).
The results obtained during the course of my thesis should help develop improved tattoo ink regulation
with the ultimate goal of a whitelist containing less-harmful pigments for this application.
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2. Results
Publications are displayed non-chronologically to ease understanding through a logical order. The
publications in Chapter 2.2–2.4 contain a section “author contributions” to distinguish individual
involvement in the manuscripts.

The resulting chapters each feature independent units. Therefore, abbreviations and references are
defined within each chapter.

2.1.

Identification and hazard prediction of tattoo pigments by means of
pyrolysis—gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

Ines Schreiver, Christoph Hutzler, Sarah Andree, Peter Laux, Andreas Luch
This chapter was published online on 21. May 2016 in:
Archives of Toxicology 90(7):1639–1650 (2016).
DOI: 10.1007/s00204-016-1739-2
Link: https://doi.org/10.1007/s00204-016-1739-2

Involvement of the author within this publication: Project planning (80%), project execution
(95%), data analysis (95%), writing of the manuscript (90%).
Supplementary materials for the following publication are detailed in Annex I.
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2.2.

Formation of highly toxic hydrogen cyanide upon ruby laser
irradiation of the tattoo pigment phthalocyanine blue

Ines Schreiver, Christoph Hutzler, Peter Laux, Hans-Peter Berlien, Andreas Luch
This chapter was published online on 5. August 2015 in:
Scientific Reports 5, 12915 (2015).
DOI: 10.1038/srep12915
Link: https://doi.org/10.1038/srep12915

Involvement of the author within this publication: Project planning (65%), project execution
(95%), data analysis (95%), writing of the manuscript (80%).
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2.3.

Tattoo laser removal releases carcinogens and sensitizers from
organic pigments.

Ines Schreiver, Nadine Röder, Maria Gebhardt, Christoph Hutzler, Hans-Peter
Berlien, Peter Laux, Andreas Luch
This chapter has not yet been submitted for publication.

Involvement of the author within this publication: Project planning (70%), project execution
(70%), data analysis (90%), writing of the manuscript (90%).
Supplementary materials for the following publication are detailed in Annex II.
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Tattoo laser removal releases carcinogens and sensitizers from
organic pigments
Ines Schreiver1, Nadine Röder, Maria Gebhardt, Christoph Hutzler1, Hans-Peter Berlien², Peter
Laux1, and Andreas Luch1
1

German Federal Institute of Risk Assessment (BfR), Department of Chemical and Product Safety, Max-

Dohrn-Strasse 8–10, 10589 Berlin, Germany
2

Evangelical Elisabeth Hospital, Department of Laser Medicine, Luetzowstrasse 24–26, 10785 Berlin,

Germany

Abstract
Laser treatment represents the state-of-the-art method for tattoo removal. Carcinogenic substances
deriving from azo pigments used for tattooing feed the current discussion about an impact of the
procedure on skin cancer incidence. Conversely, the liberation of carcinogens and other toxins from nonazo pigments upon laser irradiation are widely unknown.
We here irradiated aqueous suspensions and postmortem tattooed pig skin containing six common organic
tattoo pigments of various chemical classes with medical ruby and Nd:YAG lasers. Decomposition
products were quantified by gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometric detection. All pigments
released hydrogen cyanide and benzene upon laser irradiation. Other carcinogens and sensitizing
compounds such as 3,3’-dichlorobenzidine (DCBD), aniline and hexachlorobenzene were also found.
Additionally, mixing the organic pigments with TiO2 and the evaporation of volatile compounds from the
postmortem tattooed pig skin were shown to alter the quantity of decomposition products.
The data presented fills knowledge gaps concerning general decomposition patterns of organic pigments
upon laser irradiation and provides quantitative data for this exposition scenario. Using this data, it may be
possible to estimate the role of laser-induced decomposition products in cancer formation. The potential of
the substances identified to cause allergic reactions may be further investigated in future.
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Introduction
The ever-increasing number of tattooed people world-wide is accompanied with a higher demand for
tattoo removal. Long-term health effects associated with tattoos prior and after their removal are largely
unknown today1. Nowadays, tattoo removal is mostly carried out with short-pulsed color-matched laser
systems. Accurately executed laser procedures convey only low risks of causing directly occurring local or
systemic side effects2. Besides skin damage induced by the use of too high laser fluences, tattoo darkening
and allergies are the most common side effects3-6. In addition to these visible complications, chemical
decomposition and therefore the release of small-molecular toxins from organic tattoo pigments has been
perceived as risk factors7.
The clearance of tattoo pigments by laser light is partly due to their breakup into smaller particles, which
are subsequently transported towards the regional lymph nodes8. On the other hand, photothermolysismediated cleavage of organic molecules usually leads to the loss of chromophore moieties 9,10. Since the
tattoo pigments are localized in the deeper dermal layers of the skin, cleavage products may become fully
bioavailable and thus represent a potential risk to human health.
In previous investigations, we have shown that pyrolysis can mimic the thermal decomposition of organic
pigments that likely occur during laser removal of tattoos11. Among others, carcinogenic primary aromatic
amines were shown to be pyrolytically released from azo pigments and have also been reported in laser
experiments in relevant literature12,13. In addition, the quinacridone pigment red 202 has been reported to
liberate 4-chloroaniline upon exposure to different light sources14. In one of our previous investigations,
we were able to prove the dose-dependent formation of benzene and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) upon laser
irradiation of copper (Cu)-phthalocyanine blue in aqueous suspensions15. Such findings illustrate that the
quantification of possible decomposition products of tattoo pigments would be crucial for any proper and
reliable risk assessment as prerequisite to future tattoo ink regulation.
In the present study, we selected six chemical structures covering the most important classes of organic
pigments used in tattooing today. In addition to aqueous suspensions, pigments were irradiated in
postmortem tattooed pig skin to mimic a more in vivo-like situation. Aqueous pigment suspensions enable
the irradiation of reproducible quantities of pigments in a defined environment. Tattooed pig skin was
chosen to examine the influence of the skin matrix on the decomposition patterns of pigments. We applied
Q-switched lasers at three common wavelengths in different intensities that are regularly used for tattoo
removal in humans. A short-term in vivo pig study was conducted to extrapolate differences of healed skin
compared to our postmortem tattooed pig skin model. Additionally, the influence of TiO2 on pigment
decomposition was investigated.
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Table 1: Laser decomposition products display different toxic properties upon skin exposure.
pigment
all

substance
HCN
benzene

P.B.15

1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile
benzonitrile
phthalimide (m/z 147)
1,3-benzenedicarbonitrile (m/z 128)
benzenetricarbonitrile (m/z 153)
biphenyldicarbonitrile (m/z 204)
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
pentachlorobenzene
xylene

P.Y.138

P.O.13

HCB
benzonitrile
unknown product (m/z 426)
DCBD

comment

impurity

also in control

benzonitrile
aniline

phenylisocyanate

2-aminobenzonitrile

biphenyl
chlorobenzene
PCB No. 11
2-chloroaniline
1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (m/z 174)

P.R.254

3,3-dichlorobiphenyl-4-amine (m/z 237)
4-chlorobenzonitrile
benzonitrile
chlorobenzene
3-chlorobenzamide

P.R.170

3-chlorobenzonitrile
4-chlorostyrene (m/z 136)
benzamide
4-aminobenzamide
o-phenetidine (m/z 137)
benzonitrile
aniline

also in control

quantified
Toxicity (GHS)#
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 1, dermal
yes
* Carcinogenicity, Cat. 1A
Germ cell mutagenicity, Cat. 1B
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 2, oral
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
* * Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
n.a.
n.a.
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
* Carcinogenicity, Cat. 1B
yes
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
* n.a.
yes
* Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Carcinogenicity, Cat. 1B
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
* Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Carcinogenicity, Cat. 2
Germ cell mutagenicity, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 3, dermal
yes
* Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Skin corrosion, Cat. 1B
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
yes
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, inhalation
yes
* yes
Acute toxicity Cat. 3, dermal
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
* n.a.
yes
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, inhalation
yes
Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
* yes
* Germ cell mutagenicity, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
yes
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, oral
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 3, dermal
yes
* Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
yes
* Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Carcinogenicity, Cat. 2
Germ cell mutagenicity, Cat. 2
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Acute toxicity, Cat. 3, dermal

1-cyanonaphthalene
2-ethoxyphenylisocyanate (m/z 163)
P.V.19

yes
also in control

benzonitrile
biphenyl
1-cyanonaphthalene

yes
yes
yes

aniline

yes

Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
* Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity Cat. 4, dermal
Acute toxicity Cat. 4, dermal
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Skin irritation, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 4, dermal
Skin sensitizer, Cat. 1
Carcinogenicity, Cat. 2
Germ cell mutagenicity, Cat. 2
Acute toxicity, Cat. 3, dermal
* n.a.

2-amino-9-oxo-9,10-dihydroacridine-3also in control
carbaldehyde (m/z 238)
*pyrolysis product11
#
Toxicity categories (cat.) listed according to the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals
(GHS) most relevant to laser irradiation of pigments in skin
Abbreviations: n.a.= no data available
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Results
Skin toxins evolve during laser irradiation of organic pigments
In order to determine the potential hazards due to laser tattoo removal, we selected six organic pigments
based on their use in tattoo inks and by covering the most common chemical pigment classes. Selection
for quantification of decomposition products was made dependent on their hazard potential for skin
irritation, corrosion, sensitization, mutagenicity and carcinogenicity (Table 1). Additionally, some less
toxic substances representing common products of pigment decomposition were quantified.
We applied Q-switched ruby as well as frequency-doubled and fundamental Nd:YAG lasers with
wavelengths of 694 nm, 532 nm, and 1064 nm, respectively. These lasers are commonly used for tattoo
removal and their success is partly dependent on the absorbance of the coherent laser light by the pigment
(cf. Fig. 1a). In accordance to their absorbance spectra, pigment red (P.R.), orange (P.O.) and yellow
(P.Y.) were primarily cleaved at 532 nm (Supplementary Tables 1-4). Pigment blue (P.B.) 15 was most
effectively fragmented using the ruby laser and pigment violet (P.V.) 19 with both ruby and 532 nm
Nd:YAG lasers (Supplementary Tables 5,6).
For all pigments investigated, we were able to confirm cleavage into the same main products regardless of
whether pigments were placed in pig skin or suspended in water (Figure 1b, Supplementary Tables 1-6).
The pigments used in our investigation were not quantified due to their lack of solubility and volatility,
preventing an estimation of pigment clearance and the amounts tattooed into the pig skin. Only in the case
of P.B.15, was it possible to assess the total content of pigment in pig skin prior to irradiation by means of
Cu quantification, since it is the pigment’s core element. Upon irradiation, 250 µl of an aqueous
suspension of P.B.15 contained 4–5 times more Cu compared to the pig skin biopsies of 4 mm thickness
(Supplementary Fig. 1). The amount of pigment injected cannot be adequately monitored and therefore
cannot be extrapolated with regard to the other pigments investigated. The pig skin sections in this
investigation showed, that particularly the amount of P.V.19 in skin was much lower (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: Scheme of the six investigated organic pigments.
a) Absorption spectra of the investigated pigments recorded with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Peqlab,
Erlangen, Germany). b) Cleavage patterns may be used to predict the decomposition of non-tested organic pigments
with structural similarities.
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Figure 2: Laser irradiation of postmortem tattooed pig skin leads to visible carbonization.
Macroscopic pictures of the postmortem tattooed pig skins of different organic pigments were obtained after removal
of biopsies for decomposition analysis. Thin sections presented are taken from biopsies after laser irradiation with
either ruby laser (P.B.15) or the 532 nm wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser (all other pigments). Sections are displayed
as bright field (BF) or DAPI staining of the cell nuclei in overlay with BF or autofluorescene (AF)(scale bar= 100
µm). The quantity of injected ink varied with different pigments. Pigment discoloration towards the skin surface is
indicated by arrows with P.R.170 and P.R.254.
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Despite differences in original pigment content, most of the liberated non-volatile compounds were found
in a similar quantity in suspensions and skin samples for each of the six pigments tested. In the following,
major differences are presented. In P.R.170, 4-aminobenzamide and the germ-cell mutant benzamide were
increased 10- to 18-fold in pig skin. Upon irradiation of P.Y.138, pentachlorobenzene and the carcinogen
hexachlorobenzene (HCB) concentrations were reduced by half in the skin matrix. With irradiation of
P.O.13 in pig skin, biphenyl, chlorobenzene and 3,3’-dichlorobiphenyl (PCB No.11) increased by the
factor 2-3 but the corrosive and sensitizing compound phenylisocyanate decreased by the factor 100.
In contrast to non-volatile compounds, the volatiles HCN and benzene decreased 2- to 10-fold in pig skin
compared to the aqueous suspensions of P.B.15 and other pigments. Only in the case of P.Y.138 and
P.V.19, were the amounts of benzene higher after irradiation in pig skin. Although HCN and benzene
were found evolving from all pigments, the release of benzene was highest after irradiation of P.O.13. The
highest quantity of HCN was released after irradiation of aqueous P.B.15 suspensions.
In most pigments, one or several of the carcinogens HCB, DCBD, aniline and benzene were identified.
Additionally, P.R.170 released benzamide, which is classified as a category 2 germ cell mutagen (GHS,
Table 1). In addition to possible carcinogens, a multitude of substances were identified that are
categorized as possibly causing allergic skin reactions—among them DCBD, aniline, 2-aminobenzonitrile,
phenylisocyanate and 3-chlorobenzamide. Phenylisocyanate also causes skin corrosion.
From decomposition products found in this investigation (besides HCN and benzene) cleavage sites in the
parent molecules can be assumed (Fig. 1b). To test these cleavage patterns, we qualitatively assessed the
main decomposition products of two additional phthalocyanines and four azo pigments and found them to
be cleaved at the same main bonds—namely amide, azo and other secondary or tertiary amines and next to
phenyl rings (Table 2). With azo pigments, most potential cleavage products also occur as residues from
pigment synthesis. In general, bonds with low dissociation energies display main cleavage sites. The
quinacridone P.R.122 did not reveal any decomposition products. Accordingly, in the case of quinacridone
P.V.19, only minor amounts of the only specific cleavage product aniline were found (Supplementary
Table 6).
In pig skin, the levels of cleavage products of P.B.15 also increased with laser energy fluence, with the
exception of benzene (Supplementary Table 7). Hence, the extent of pigment fragmentation most probably
depends on the amounts of pigment located in the focus of the laser beam.
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Table 2: Non-quantified decomposition products of pigments with similar chemical structure after liquid
extraction.
pigment laser
P.G.7
ruby
P.G.36

ruby

P.R.112

Nd:YAG (532nm)

P.R.122
P.Y.74

Nd:YAG (532nm)
Nd:YAG (532nm)

P.Y.1

Nd:YAG (532nm)

P.V.23

Nd:YAG (532nm)

P.R.5

Nd:YAG (532nm)

substance#
tetrachloroisophthalonitrile
pentachlorobenzonitrile
tetrachloroisophthalonitrile
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile [+1Br, +3Cl]
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile [+2Br, +2Cl]
benzonitrile [+2Br, +3Cl]
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile [+3Br, +1Cl]
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile [+4Br]
o-toluidine
1-isocyanato-2-methylbenzene
1,3,5-trichlorobenzene
3,4,5-trichlorobenzenamine
unknown product
2-methoxyphenylisocyanate
2-methoxy-4-nitrobenzenamine
aniline
isocyanatobenzene
4-methyl-2-nitrobenzenamine
1,3-dichlorobenzene
9H-carbazol
2-chloro-4,6-dimethoxyaniline
2-methoxyphenyl-5-sulfonic acid diethylamide
2-methoxyaniline-5-sulfonic acid diethylamide

m/z
266
273
266
310
354
365
400
444
106
133
182
195
375
149
168
93
119
152
146
167
187
243
258

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

comment
not in control
not in control
not in control
not in control
not in control
not in control
not in control
not in control
peak area > control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area > control
not in control
peak area > control
peak area > control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area ≈ control
peak area > control
peak area > control

11

*pyrolysis product
#
benzene and HCN have not been evaluated

Titanium dioxide alters the decomposition of organic pigments
Since most tattoo inks contain a mixture of color-brilliant organic pigments and white titanium dioxide
(TiO2), we investigated the effect of rutile TiO2 on pigment decomposition. Experiments were carried out
in suspensions in order to achieve defined amounts of pigments in each sample. Upon irradiation of
samples containing TiO2 , a much higher splashing of the liquid was noticed.
After irradiation of P.O.13 with TiO2, DCBD, HCN, 2-chloroaniline and benzene were notably decreased
(Supplementary Table 4). For the other pigments, semi-volatile compounds in the suspensions with TiO2
after laser irradiation were analyzed (Supplementary Tables 1-3,5,6). In P.R.254 and P.B.15, main
decomposition products increased with the addition of TiO2, whereas chlorinated benzenes decreased in
mixtures of P.Y.138 and TiO2. Upon irradiation of P.R.170 and P.V.19 with TiO2, some decomposition
products were below the limit of quantification. O-phenetidine cleaved from P.R.170, is highly unstable
when exposed to light or air and was therefore not quantified further in pig skin. Its content was also
reduced by the addition of TiO2.
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Healed skin traps volatile decomposition products
Laser irradiation causes temperatures of several hundred degrees inside the pigment particle, leading to the
formation of combustion products such as HCN and benzene and is therefore also referred to as
photothermolysis. In vivo, a so-called whitening effect is caused by the trapping of steam from the
combustion (Fig. 3a). In contrast, carbonization of the pig skin samples was visible in our approach (Fig.
2). In our postmortem tattooed pig skin, the epidermis was still perforated by the needle injection channels
at the time of laser irradiation (Fig. 3b). Hence, the gaseous compounds formed could exhaust from the
skin with no occurrence of whitening. The exhausted substances therefore might lead to an
underestimation of the exposition to volatile compounds such as HCN and benzene.
To investigate a possible loss of volatile compounds, we conducted a short term in vivo pig study
alongside a medical training exercise. Here, an anaesthetized pig was tattooed and allowed to heal for 3 h.
Laser irradiation took place with biopsies of the excised skin taken at a later point in time. As a second
approach, the so-called trans-ice method was used. Here, the skin is compressed by a clear ice-cube and
the laser is applied through it. This ensures index matching from the ice cube to the skin, a cooling effect,
as well as buffering of the mechanical stress caused by the shock wave in the skin and thus less bursting of
the skin. A possible reduction of evaporation by lower temperatures caused by the ice cube was counterchecked using skin samples cooled with dry ice.
The initial wound healing in the 3 h pig study already increased the concentration of volatile
decomposition products following postmortem ruby laser irradiation compared to the non-healed control
(Fig. 3d). Using the trans-ice method on our postmortem tattooed pig skin, we also detected higher
amounts of volatile decomposition products (Fig. 3d). Hence, we conclude that by covering the skin,
fewer volatiles can escape through the injection holes still present in the epidermis (Fig. 3b). In the dry-ice
cooled samples, no difference to the non-cooled samples was seen. The concentration of pigments
estimated by Cu-quantification did not significantly differ in the postmortem tattooed pig skin compared
to the in vivo tattoo (Fig. 3e).
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Figure 3: Highly volatile decomposition products evaporate from postmortem tattooed pig skin.
Decomposition of P.B.15 in postmortem tattooed pig skin with and without trans-ice irradiation or pre-cooling by dry-ice were
compared to in vivo tattooed pig skin with 3 h primary wound healing (referred to as 3 h healing). a) Scheme of the compared
laser irradiation scenarios. Volatiles can evaporate from injection channels in the epidermis during laser irradiation of postmortem
tattooed skin but are captured inside the skin after healing of the epidermis or by covering with ice (white arrows). b) Tissue
sections of postmortem tattooed skin with needle injection channels (white arrows). Color image (left) and DAPI staining (right)
verify the dermal deposit of the pigment. c) Section of a healed human skin biopsy of a tattoo is displayed for comparison of
pigment distribution in vivo. d) Pig skin samples were irradiated with a ruby laser (data is displayed as mean ± SD of four
replicates).
e) Injected P.B.15 in postmortem and in vivo tattooed pig skin was quantified by its core element Cu in 4 mm skin biopsies (data
is displayed as mean ± SD of four replicates).
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Discussion
Tattoo pigment decomposition in different matrices
Here we demonstrated the general suitability of aqueous suspension and postmortem pig skin to serve as
models for fragmentation studies of organic pigments upon laser irradiation. Our data supports the
assumption that all organic pigments will undergo cleavage upon laser irradiation since temperatures of
more than 600°C can be expected during the treatment8,16. Therefore, common combustion fragments such
as HCN and benzene will occur in all organic pigments, but to varying degrees. Since the methods used in
our investigation are only suitable for volatile and GC-suitable decomposition products, other fragments
may also occur.
Presumably, only those pigments present at the uppermost layer of skin or the boundary surface in
aqueous suspensions, will have been reached and destroyed by the laser beam. Such an assumption is
supported by histological sections of the skin after laser irradiation (Fig. 2). Here, we found color changes
solely in the superficial pigment layers when tattooed with either P.R.170 or P.R.254.
We observed similar amounts of most decomposition products in aqueous suspensions and pig skin, yet
the quantity of certain decomposition products differed. Phenylisocyanate evolving from P.O.13 was
greatly reduced in pig skin compared to in aqueous suspension (Supplementary Table 4). It is known, that
isocyanates can either be hydrolyzed to amines with water or react directly with amines to form urea
compounds17. Though, the quantity of aniline after laser irradiation of P.O.13 is also reduced in pig skin,
indicating reactivity with amines rather than decay by hydrolyzation with water.
After laser irradiation of the highly chlorinated P.Y.138, penta- and hexachlorobenzene were formed in
addition to the cleavage product tetrachlorobenzene. Most likely, the high energy absorbed by the pigment
leads to the formation of halogen radicals and therefore to halogenation 18. This effect was more
pronounced in aqueous suspensions (Supplementary Table 1).

Translation of pigment decomposition to human exposure
With regard to the pigment content used in our investigation, we expect no overestimation of pigment
decomposition. Calculated from the Cu-content, a pigment concentration of 0.398 mg/cm² in skin can be
assumed for P.B.15 (c.f. Fig. 3e), which is lower than the average of 0.6 mg/cm² red azo pigment injected
by a professional tattooist in another study19. However, the amount of pigment injected cannot be
adequately monitored. The tattooist normally injects ink until the desired color intensity is achieved.
Therefore, the color brilliance strongly influences how much pigment is needed for the desired tone. The
pig skin sections in this investigation showed that in particular the amount of P.V.19 in skin was much
lower (Fig. 2). In addition, the mixing pigments with TiO2 can alter decomposition to a greater or lesser
extent presumably through light scattering. The scattering effects of rutile TiO2 pigments (250 nm
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diameter) is known to cause a higher energy transfer to dyes when irradiated with a 532 nm Nd:YAG
laser20. Regarding the irradiation of P.O.13 with TiO2, possible further DCBD decomposition products,
such as hydrogen chloride and nitrogen oxides were not monitored21.
Also, aqueous suspensions containing TiO2 show increased splashing upon laser irradiation from rapid
local heating, which results in mechanical energy—visible as a shock wave10.
In literature, inhibitory effects of TiO2 on tattoo clearance by laser irradiation are described4,22.
When extrapolating the quantities of decomposition products observed in this investigation with regard to
in vivo tattoo removal, a possible underestimation of volatile compounds should be considered. Our shortterm healing study on a pig and the trans-ice experiments (Fig. 3) revealed increased amounts of HCN and
benzene compared to postmortem skin without further occlusion. Therefore, the maximum amounts
observed in aqueous suspension or pig skin should be used for a worst-case scenario risk assessment. The
whitening effect occurring in vivo most likely derives from a multitude of volatile compounds induced by
the steam carbon effect16. The absolute amounts of semi-volatile azo cleavage compounds in our
investigation were in the same range of decomposition products found after laser irradiation of a red azo
pigment in healed mouse skin as part of an in vivo study (0.1 µg 4-nitrotoluene in a 5 mm biopsy equal
0.73 nmol)23. Since the quantities of decomposition products were comparable to the in vivo mouse study,
we also believe that the occurring carbonization of the pig skin will not lead to a major difference in
pigment destruction. In vivo, this color change upon tattoo removal is only rarely observed3,24. It should
also be noted, that only slight pigment clearance in pig skin was achieved in our investigation. Laser
dermatologist often report the persistence of modern tattoos25, probably containing smaller pigment
agglomerates, which make the use of pico-second lasers more appropriate16,26. Older and non-professional
tattoos are easier to remove27. The fine spread of ink in the postmortem tattooed pig skin compared to
more agglomerated healed tattoos might explain the poor clearance (Fig. 3b,c). Similar to our model,
pigment density in tattoos, as well as size and depth of pigments19,27 in the skin, vary widely and a
representative exposure is hard to estimate.

Conclusion
The data presented in this paper help to understand possible effects of laser irradiation of modern tattoos
and possible influencing parameters on the release of toxins. Since most common structures of organic
pigments are covered, we here extent the knowledge on laser induced pigment decomposition upon tattoo
laser removal.
The chemical decomposition of organic pigments in general must be included in future tattoo risk
assessments. The data and method we provide with this study could lay the foundation for these
estimations. The increase in lifetime cancer risk should be estimated for worst-case scenarios with the
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quantities given for all carcinogenic substances found after pigment decomposition in this investigation. In
terms of regulatory actions, it must be kept in mind that the tattoo community will not relinquish all of
these color brilliant pigments. A complete ban would lead to the use of other pigments, with unknown
toxicological properties or the purchase of uncontrolled inks via the internet. It is therefore necessary to
distinguish between pigments with a potentially high release of toxic substances upon laser irradiation and
those with the ability to release these when exposed to sunlight or during sterilization procedures. In future
studies, we plan to investigate the sensitization potential of decomposition products from laser irradiation
and sunlight exposure.
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Materials and Methods
Chemicals and pigments
All chemicals, analytical standards and solvents used were of analytical or LC-MS grade.
2-Aminobenzonitrile, 4-aminobenzamide, aniline, benzamide, benzene, benzene-D6 (isotope purity 97%),
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile,
chlorobenzene,

benzonitrile,

chlorobenzene-D5,

biphenyl,

3-chlorobenzonitrile,

4-bromobenzonitrile,
4-chlorobenzonitrile,

3-chlorobenzamide,
2-chloroaniline,

1-

cyanonaphthalene, 4,4‘-dibromobiphenyl, DCBD, 3,3‘-dichlorobiphenyl, HCB, naphthalene-D8, ophenetidine,

phenylisocyanate,

potassium

cyanide-13C-15N

(isotope

purity

99%

and

98%,

respectively)(K13C15N), sodium cyanide (NaCN), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), 1,2,4,5-tetrabromobenzene,
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene, xylene, and m-xylene D10 were purchased at Sigma Aldrich (Munich,
Germany). Benzonitrile-D5 and pentachlorobenzene were obtained from Biozol (Eching, Germany) and
Sulpeco (Bellafonte, PA, USA), respectively. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and ethanol used in cell culture
experiments were purchased at Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany).
Pigments used in this investigation were PV Fast Blue BF (P.B.15, C.I. 74160), Paliotol Yellow DO960
(P.Y.138, C.I. 56300), Permanent-Rot FGR (P.R.112, C.I. 12370), Hansa-Brilliantgelb 5GX (P.Y.74, C.I.
11741), Hansa Yellow G 02 (P.Y.1, C.I. 11680) and PV-Echtviolett RL (P.V.23, C.I. 51319) from
Clariant (Burgkirchen, Germany). Also, Irgalite Orange D2895 (P.O.13, C.I. 21110), Cinquasia Red
L4100 HD (P.V.19, C.I. 73900), Graphtol-Rot F3RK 70-CN09 (P.R.170, C.I. 12475), Heliogen Grün D
8730 (P.G.7, C.I. 74260), Heliogen Grün D 9360 (P.G.36, C.I. 74265) and Irgazin Red L3660 HD
(P.R.254, C.I. 56110) from BASF (Kaisen, Switzerland) were investigated. P.R.5 (C.I. 12490) with trade
name 22016 RED was purchased from Univar (Billericay, United Kingdom) and rutile TiO2 unipure white
LC987 from Sensient Cosmetic Technologies (Saint-Ouen-l'Aumône, France).

Sample preparation and laser irradiation
Aqueous suspensions were prepared as described previously with the following amendments15.
Each 1 mg/ml pigment was mixed with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25°C) and sonicated for 60 min.
TiO2 was mixed with the freshly prepared pigment suspensions to a final concentration of 1 mg/ml and
sonicated for an additional 30 min. Temperature was kept below 30°C. 250 µl of each pigment suspension
were transferred into semi-micro UV/VIS cuvettes (Brand, Wertheim, Germany) and closed with
polypropylene caps (Ratiolab, Dreieich, Germany).
For the imitation of skin, abdominal pig skin was taken postmortem and stored at -20°C after hair removal
by electrical razor blades. Thawed skin was tattooed with a Cheyenne hawk thunder tattoo machine and a
17 magnum long taper tattoo needle with 0.35 mm thickness (both from MT.Derm, Berlin, Germany) until
a uniform color shade was achieved. Tattoo inks were prepared shortly before tattooing. For each ink,
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8–10% pigment was suspended in a 40% 2-propanol (≥ 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) mix
with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm at 25°C) and 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) solution (K 60, 45% in
H2O, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany). High molecular weight PVP was used as a dispersant to
facilitate a homogeneous pigment suspension and to prevent its extraction in the following analysis. The
ink mixture was mixed for 5 min at an amplitude of 10% with a probe sonifier (200 W Bandelin Sonopuls
HD 2200, Bandelin Electronic, Berlin, Germany).
Samples were treated with multiple quantities of Q-switched ruby (3–5 J/cm², spot size 4 mm, pulse
duration 20 ns, 694 nm, Sinon, WaveLight, Erlangen, Germany) or Nd:YAG (5 J/cm², spot size 4 mm,
pulse duration >20 ns, at 1,064 nm or 532 nm, Revlight SI, Cynosure, Westford, MA, USA) laser pulses
and either placed on ice until further processing or directly transferred into GC-vials and crimp-sealed. For
each data point, at least three independent samples were processed.

GC-MS
If not stated otherwise, the Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph was coupled to an Agilent 5975C inert XL
MSD with Triple-Axis Detector (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Ionization was induced
by an inert electron impact (EI) ion source at 70 eV and helium (purity of 99.999%) from Air Liquide
(Düsseldorf, Germany) was used as carrier gas. Injection and pre-incubation were automatically executed
by a multi-purpose sampler (Gerstel, Mülheim, Germany). For quantification and qualitative data analysis
ChemStation Version E.02.02.1431 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used.

Liquid injection GC-MS
From the irradiated cuvettes, 200 µl aqueous suspension were extracted with 200 µl ethyl acetate. The
irradiated 4 mm diameter pig skin biopsies were extracted in 500 µl ethyl acetate. Ethyl acetate contained
5 µg/ml of the corresponding internal standards and samples were extracted for 1 hour at room
temperature while shaking. Extracts were transferred into a new glass vial and 1 µl of was injected into the
GC-MS for quantification.
For analysis of liquid extracts, a DB-17MS (30 m, 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm i.d.) column (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used. The cold injection system (CIS) had an initial temperature of 15°C and
was ramped with 2°C/s to a final temperature of 250°C and held for 10 min. The final temperature of the
CIS was chosen as a way of preventing thermal decomposition of possibly injected pigment residues. The
initial oven temperature was set to 40°C and remained for 1 min followed by the first ramp with 30°C/min
to 80°C, the second ramp with 10°C/min to 260°C, and the third ramp with 99°C/min to 320°C, which
was finally held for 3 min. Front inlet flow was 1.1 ml/min. The temperatures of the ion source and
quadrupole were set to 230°C and 150°C, respectively. Data acquisition took place in a mixed scan/single
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ion mode (SIM) approach. In scan mode, all m/z values from 30–430 were recorded. MS-SIM parameters
are listed in Table 5. All analytes for the liquid extraction method are displayed with the respective
quantifier and qualifier-ions in the time-dependent acquisition groups. Ion ratios were taken from the
injections of the standard chemicals and a variance of 15% was allowed for quantification. Internal
standards (IS) were chosen based on the similarity of their molecular weight, retention time, molecular
structure and log Kow to the respective analyte and linearity of the resulting calibrations.
Table 3: SIM parameters for liquid GC-MS.
Group

1

Start
time
[min]
3.64

2

5.5

3

7.5

4

9.8

6

11

7

12.3

8
9

14

10

15.75

12
13

17.5
19

Substance

xylene
m-xylene-D10 (Xy-D10)
chlorobenzene-D5 (CB-D5)
chlorobenzene
phenylisocyanate
aniline
benzonitrile-D5 (BCN-D5)
benzonitrile
3-chlorobenzonitrile
4-chlorobenzonitrile
o-phenetidine
naphthalene-D8 (Na-D8)
2-chloroaniline
4-bromobenzonitrile (4-BrBCN)
2-aminobenzonitrile
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
biphenyl
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile
benzamide
pentachlorobenzene
1-cyanonaphthalene
3-chlorobenzamide
HCB
PCB No. 11
1,2,4,5-tetrabromobenzene (4-BrB)
4-aminobenzamide
4,4‘-dibromobiphenyl (DBrBP)
DCBD

Quantifier
ion
m/z
91
98
117
112
119
93
108
103
137
137
80
136
127
181
118
216
154
101
105
250
153
139
284
222
394
120
152
252

Qualifier
ion
m/z
106
116
82
114
91
66
80
76
139
139
137
108
129
183
91
214
153
128
121
252
126
155
286
152
392
136
312
254

Ion ratio

Internal
standard

50
39
39.7
30
47
40
30.1
23
31.8
31.8
81.5
11.3
31
95
32
80
39
21.6
81.9
65.2
18
63.1
80
99
70
65.4
83.3
64.5

Xy-D10
CB-D5
4-BrBCN
BCN-D5
BCN-D5
4-BrBCN
4-BrBCN
BCN-D5
BCN-D5
BCN-D5
4-BrB
Na-D8
BCN-D5
BCN-D5
4-BrB
Na-D8
BCN-D5
4-BrB
4-BrB
BCN-D5
DBrBP
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HS-GC-MS method for HCN and benzene quantification
Directly after laser irradiation, 200 µl of the irradiated pigment suspension were transferred into a 10 ml
ND18 brown glass vial (Neolab, Heidelberg, Germany) containing 740 µl of an aqueous 5 x 10-5 N NaOH
solution and crimped immediately. Pig skin biopsies were added to 940 µl of the aqueous 5 x 10 -5 N
NaOH solution. In order to monitor evaporation until sample analysis, 50 µl of a stock solution of 100
µg/ml K13C15N and 10 µl of a 1 µg/ml benzene-D6 solution were added through the butyl-red septum as
internal standard to a final volume of 1 ml. Before analysis, 30 µl of 30% phosphoric acid were added
through the septum using a 100 µl Hamilton syringe (Neolab, Heidelberg, Germany). The last step
guaranteed protonation of dissolved cyanide ions to form gaseous HCN.
For subsequent HS-GC-MS analysis of HCN and benzene an HP-Plot/Q column (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used. Samples were incubated for 4 min at 60°C with agitation. Injection of
1 ml was cryo-focused at -50°C by cooling with liquid nitrogen. After 12 s the temperature of the CIS was
increased to 220°C which was held for 1 min. Transfer line was kept constant at 260°C. Injections were
carried out in splitless mode. The initial oven temperature of 110°C was heated with 4°C/min up to 130°C
and finally increased to 250°C with a rate of 99°C/min which was held for 5 more minutes.
The analysis was performed in the combined SIM/scan mode using a full scan mass range from m/z 10–
250 in combination with Single Ion Monitoring (SIM) starting after solvent delay of 4 min. For SIM data
acquisition, HCN was quantified with m/z 27 (qualifier ion 26, ratio 16.3) and the isotope standard
potassium cyanide-13C-15N (m/z 29). Benzene was quantified with m/z 78 (qualifier ion 77, ratio 21.5) and
the internal standard benzene-D6 with m/z 84 (qualifier ion 82, ratio 21.5), each with a dwell time of 40
ms, respectively.
Benzene calibration standards were processed using freshly prepared standard solutions, transferred and
diluted with Hamilton syringes through septa to prevent evaporation. NaCN and K 13C15N stock solutions
(1 mg/ml) were dissolved in aqueous 0.02 N NaOH to prevent outgassing. The solution was stored at 20°C and freshly thawed right before usage. For further dilution, water containing 5 x 10 -5 N NaOH was
used to guarantee a pH value of 10.

Microscopy
Biopsies of tattooed pig skin were frozen in TissueTek O.C.T. matrix (Sakura Finetek, Staufen, Germany)
for cryo-microtome sectioning. Thickness of sections were 7 µm for fluorescence light microscopy and
were mounted in DAPI-Fluoromount G (Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL, USA) for cell nucleus
staining. Autofluorescence of pigments was excited with a 510–550 nm band-pass filter and recorded with
a BX-51TF microscope (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany).
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Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis
Cu concentrations of 4 mm biopsies containing P.B.15 were quantified using a nitric acid microwave
digestion (Ultraclave, MLS, Leutkirch, Germany) followed by ICP-MS analysis. Five milliliters of 69%
nitric acid was added to each biopsy in Teflon vessels and heated in the microwave with the following
steps: 20–80°C (3.5 min, 100 bar, 700 W); 80–130°C (10 min, 120 bar, 1,000 W); 130–200°C (6.5 min,
150 bar, 1,000 W), 200°C (30 min, 150 bar, 1,000 W). Nitric acid was purified using a duoPUR quartz
sub-boiling distillation system (MLS, Leutkirch, Germany). Ultrapure water was obtained using a Milli-Q
Advantage A10 water purification system equipped with a Millipore Q-POD Element Unit (both from
Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Standard elements for ICP were purchased either from Sigma Aldrich
(Munich, Germany; i.e. Sc, Cu) or Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) in the case of In. A 20-fold dilution of
each sample was prepared including 10 ppb of the elements In and Sc as internal standards. XSeries II
ICP-MS (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Bremen, Germany) together with an ESI SC2 autosampler
(Elemental Service & Instruments, Mainz, Germany) were used for sample analysis. Sample analysis was
carried out in triplicate with 100 sweeps each. Resolution was set to 0.02 u and the dwell time for all
elements was 10 ms. Measurements were carried out with collision cell in -3.0 V mode. H2/He (7% v/v)
was used as the collision gas with 5 ml/min flow rate. Data were processed with PlasmaLab 2.5.11.321
(Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany).

In vivo pig skin study
The study was carried out together with medical laser training approved by local authorities (KLS Martin,
Tuttlingen, Germany) at the IRCAD training center (Strasbourg, France). The tattooing procedure did not
cause perceptible harm to the pig and caused substantially less trauma compared to the laser training. The
pig was anaesthetized during the tattoo procedure until slaughter (after 3 h). After initiation of death, the
corresponding

skin

was

excised

and

stored

at

-80°C

until

laser

treatment.
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2.4.
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3. Discussion
3.1.
3.1.1

Photothermolysis of organic pigments
Extrapolation of decomposition patterns to other pigments and sunlight exposure

The results of this work demonstrated that photodecomposition of organic pigments by laser light can be
mimicked by pyrolysis (cf. Chapter 2.1–2.3).
The heat generated inside the pigment particles can easily reach a few hundred to a thousand Kelvin
during laser removal98. This energy is sufficient to destroy the exposed compounds up to atomization
and a wide range of secondary pyrolysis products might be formed from rearranged molecules.
However, many of the substances identified were simple cleavage products which could have been
predicted from the structure of the pigments. In 6 out of 8 pigments investigated in a non-quantitative
analysis, the predicted cleavage compounds resulting from pyrolysis were indeed found after laser
irradiation (Chapter 2.3, Table 2). In the remaining 2 pigments analyzed, no products that would result
from pigment decomposition were found, thus indicating that little or no cleavage occurred. Also, for all
six pigments where the amounts of decomposed fragments had been quantified, the main laser
decomposition products and pyrolysis results matched (Chapter 2.3).
The data generated from 36 pyrolyzed pigments and 14 pigments irradiated with medical lasers, allow
the extrapolation of laser-induced decomposition patterns to pigments that have, as yet, not been
investigated. For example, the cleavage of weaker amine and amide bonds appears to be a general decay
mechanism of azo pigments after laser irradiation and has also been reported in relevant literature.
Examples include P.R.22 and P.R.9, where existing studies showed the decomposition of the azo bond
with and without loss of N246. In the case of P.R.112, decomposition products deriving from azo and
amide cleavage were identified after laser irradiation49.
Other susceptible cleavage sites include residues of aryl hydrocarbon groups such as halogens, methyl
and ethyl groups resulting in corresponding phenyl rings with amine, isocyanate, nitrile and halogen
residues (cf. Chapter 2.2 and 2.3). Also, neighboring heterocyclic systems of benzenes are frequently
cleaved and lead to specific patterns in quinacridone, diketopyrrolopyrrole pigments, as well as
pyrazolone-coupling groups of diazo pigments (cf. Chapter 2.2 and 2.3). Heterocyclic cleavage leads to
the release of mono- and dicyanobenzenes upon laser irradiation of phthalocyanines (Chapter 2.1–2.3).
Yet, the exposure to cleavage products from tattoo pigments after laser irradiation naturally only poses a
risk to the 4.9% of persons opting for this kind of tattoo removal66. Sunlight, however, presents a
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potential risk of pigment cleavage for every tattooed person. It was shown that not only UVA and UVB
radiation, but also visible light, can destroy organic pigments49. The question raised is therefore, whether
the data presented here also allows for extrapolation of decomposition patterns to sunlight exposure. If
again the assumption is made that cleavage occurs at the amide and azo bonds, the predicted cleavage
patterns can be compared with data from literature. In the case of P.R.112, the cleavage of azo and
amide bonds seen upon laser irradiation was also found upon sunlight simulation49. Cleavage of the azo
bond was shown in P.R.22, P.R.170, P.O.14, P.O.34, P.O.16 and P.Y.1449. In the case of P.Y.74, the only
common compound found after pyrolysis and sunlight simulation was N,N‘-bis-(2-methoxyphenyl)urea
which is a dimer from the amide bond coupling group (cf. Chapter 2.1 and Cui et al.47). Analyzing P.Y.74,
Cui and colleagues used liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy for structural determination of the cleavage products resulting
from sunlight47. The main decomposition products could not be identified in their investigation, which
they put down to their chemical instability.
In contrast to most investigations of pigment decomposition in literature, we chose a gas
chromatography (GC)-MS approach to identify the largest possible portion of decomposition products by
spectral library search. LC-MS currently lacks the large spectral libraries necessary for identification of
analytes.
In our pyrolysis (py)-GC-MS analysis of P.Y.74, the main decomposition products were primary aromatic
amines with a smaller molecular weight than those reported in literature using the LC approach47. Often
investigations in literature seem to have targeted the azo cleavage products only. Hence, the differences
between our pyrolysis data and the data from literature most likely derive from the different methods
used to analyze the cleavage products. Also, since LC and GC are each suitable for compounds with
different chemical properties, the corresponding less suitable compounds will be discriminated.
In general, sunlight will transfer significantly less energy to the pigments at any given time than laser
irradiation. Rearrangement and cleavage of stronger bonds of atoms with similar electron negativity, as
seen in pyrolysis and laser irradiation, might occur rarely. This may explain why decomposition products
derived by cleavage of multiple bonds, such as benzene, have not yet been reported in tests exposing
the pigments to sunlight. In order to properly compare the py-GC-MS prediction with cleavage upon
sunlight exposure, the same methods have to be

applied for substance identification

(cf. Chapter 2.1 and 2.3). This type of comparative analysis of both scenarios could potentially facilitate
the prediction of corresponding cleavage products.
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In summary, we showed for the first time that cleavage patterns of pyrolyzed pigments give a good
prediction of decomposition products that occur as a result of laser irradiation in aqueous solution and
pig skin. The data generated in this work underlines the validity of an extrapolation of the cleavage
patterns to non-tested pigments of similar chemical structure while assuming the cleavage of weak
bonds as proposed in the above and in Chapter 2.3. However, transfer of cleavage patterns induced by
sunlight can only be confirmed by literature in the case of azo cleavage. Other possible cleavage sites still
need to be investigated.
3.1.2

Toxicological risks of major laser decomposition products

In order to achieve appropriate regulation of tattoo inks, a health-based risk assessment of all
ingredients and decomposition products is needed. The laser induced decomposition products of
pigments that were identified in this work include known carcinogens, allergens and other skin relevant
toxins. Substances released in skin can be assumed to be fully bioavailable and in worst case scenarios
might be extrapolated to the blood concentration using data from in vivo studies via computer
modelling. In this way, safety margins might be established, e.g. based on the lowest-observed-adverseeffect level in animal models (LOAEL). Pigments releasing decomposition products able to exceed safe
concentrations might well be banned from use in tattoo inks. In terms of carcinogenicity, safety margins
might only be applicable with regard to compounds that have a non-genotoxic mode of action.
Regarding carcinogenicity and in view of the expected systemic distribution (cf. Chapter 3.1.3), the
carcinogens found after laser irradiation might cause effects in peripheral target organs rather than skin
cancer. One main argument is that skin cancer evolves from altered epidermal cells in the superficial skin
layer, whereas tattoo pigments are deposited in the deeper dermis. Diffusion of the carcinogens to the
epidermis competes with systemic distribution via the blood and lymph streams. Secondly, because the
dermal fibroblasts have only a limited metabolism they display little of the enzymatic activity necessary
to activate some carcinogenic compounds compared to the epidermal layer. For example, cytochrome
P450 (CYP)1A1 and CYP1A2 are less expressed104. CYP1A2 is believed to contribute most to DCBD
activation42 and also seems to contribute to the non-genotoxic carcinogenicity of hexachlorobenzene
(HCB)105,106. Also, most CYP and flavin-containing monooxygenase activity in the dermis can be attributed
to hair follicles and glands instead of the fibroblast cells104,107.
All pigments investigated showed the release of HCN and benzene. However, in general all organic
compounds bare the potential to release these combustion products upon laser irradiation, including
laser ablative surgery not involving xenobiotic pigments108. The question to be raised is therefore,
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whether the amounts released by laser irradiation display an additional risk compared to naturally
occurring exposure with HCN and benzene?
In terms of benzene, the median blood level of non-smokers is reported as 0.046 µg/l in a 1994 study109.
Peak values of workers in contact with mineral oil products, reach up to 13.58 µg/l110. In our
investigations, maximum values of benzene were found in P.O.13 and P.R.170. P.Y.138 only showed a
minimal release of benzene. Therefore, 117.5 ng (1.5 nmol) per pig skin biopsy is considered to be the
worst case benzene release and 1.56 ng (0.02 nmol) as the lowest level of release after laser irradiation.
Assuming an average size tattoo of 300 cm² and a biopsy size of 0.126 cm², the amount of benzene must
be multiplied by 2380.85 to give the total quantity of benzene released. Again, divided by a median
blood volume of 5 liter, this scenario would result in a benzene blood concentration range of between
approximately 0.74 µg/l and 55.9 µg/l for the organic pigments investigated. However, these maximum
possible concentrations do not consider possible excretion mechanisms such as exhaling, known to
facilitate a rapid decrease of benzene111. Whether the repeat exposure to benzene of 5–10 removal
sessions by laser irradiation may increase the life-time cancer risks has yet to be calculated for risk
assessment purposes.
In the case of HCN, average blood levels of smokers directly after finishing a cigarette are 8.12–21.6 µg/l
and decrease to pre-cigarette concentrations of 1.6–5.4 µg/l within 15 min. The highest levels of 0.405
µg (150 nmol) of HCN per sample in aqueous suspensions and 0.027 µg (10 nmol) per skin biopsy were
found upon laser irradiation of P.B.15. A worst-case scenario of a 300 cm² tattoo and 5 liters of blood
would result in a HCN blood concentration of 192.75 µg/l and 12.85 µg/l, respectively. Lethal blood
concentrations of HCN are in the range of 2–7 mg/l in blood112. Therefore, the HCN evolving upon laser
irradiation of organic pigments is not thought to pose a life-threatening risk but may harm the skin
locally (cf. Chapter 2.2).
A third decomposition product often occurring after laser irradiation was the PAA aniline. Aniline is a
known human skin sensitizer113 and listed under carcinogenicity category 2 (GHS). However, the mode of
action of the carcinogenicity of aniline is attributed to its reactive metabolites, which lead to
methemoglobin formation and erythrotoxicity, ultimately resulting in tumor formation in rat spleen
during animal testing at high concentrations114. Mutagenicity tests of aniline are often equivocal and
need metabolic activation54. Genotoxicity tests are positive only at high concentrations and there is often
a lack of data on cytotoxicity at the concentrations used114. Nonetheless, aniline is categorized as
possible carcinogen with mutagenic effects and therefore classified as a non-threshold substance. The
US EPA estimates a cancer risk of 1 in 1 000 000 at a drinking water concentration of 6 µg/l aniline54.
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Also, in a survey of chemical substances in tattoo inks by the Danish Environmental Protection Agency,
the derived minimal effect level in terms of carcinogenicity of aniline was calculated to be 20 ng/kg
bodyweight per day for this route of application115. Therefore, 1.4 µg aniline per day for a 70 kg person
or 511 µg per year should be correlated with minimal risks of cancer. A maximal dose exposure of aniline
of 117.6 µg (0.547 nmol in 0.126 cm²) in a treatment of a 300 cm² tattoo can be calculated from our
results. With 5 laser treatments per year a maximum of 588 µg aniline might be released—not
considering that the amount of pigment and therefore the chemicals released are likely to reduce with
each treatment. Therefore, it has to be discussed whether repeated doses from laser tattoo irradiation
significantly add to this risk.
Aniline was found readily in about 10% of tattoo inks of various color shades tested in a 2013 monitoring
program in Germany. Here, an average of 1.5 mg/kg ink and a maximum level of 30.9 mg/kg were
detected29. Assuming 1 mg ink per cm² being injected for an average tattoo of 300 cm², 0.45-9.29 µg
aniline might enter the body upon tattooing. However, a much higher amount of ink will be in contact
with the skin surface during the tattooing process, which is subsequently wiped away. Hence, the
impurities might cause contact dermatitis or lead to sensitization. Also, aniline is often reported to show
para-group cross reactivity with other primary aromatic amines such as p-phenylenediamine114—the
main sensitizer from black henna tattoos116. Whether later release by laser irradiation can cause an
allergic reaction needs to be investigated in the future.
The biggest uncertainty surrounding the toxicological effects of laser tattoo removal exists in regard to
compounds with unknown chemical structures, which were observed upon pyrolysis. Similarly, only
limited or no toxicological data is available for some compounds. To cope with these limitations, an
investigation of single substances, as well as whole extracts from laser or UV irradiation, should be used
in future toxicity tests.
However, not only the patient is at risk of being exposed to potentially harmful substances during a laser
tattoo removal. The person performing the procedure is also at risk of exposure. During the laser
removal procedure, harmful vapors are released, which could be inhaled by the operator if no proper
safety precautions are implemented and followed117. The responsibility for the elaboration and
implementation of such safety precautions lies with the authorities for health and safety at work.
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3.2.

Biokinetics of tattoo ink ingredients

In toxicology, substance biokinetics are mostly followed in terms of administration, distribution,
metabolism and excretion (ADME). The administration of tattoo pigments into the skin makes them fully
bioavailable. Metabolism of the pigments is assumed not to occur in case of inorganic and most organic
pigments since they are chemically inert38. However, metabolism of one yellow organic azo pigment by
liver enzymes has been shown52. Also, corrosion of pigments possibly plays an important role in tattoo
toxicology by releasing metal ions which may then exhibit their toxicological effects118.
On the other hand, very little is known regarding the distribution and excretion of tattoo pigments.
Experiments in mice showed that about one-third of pigment vanishes from the skin within weeks after
tattooing15. Since the skin of mice is barely comparable with human skin, the data can only be roughly
extrapolated to humans. As stated in the introduction, transportation of pigments to lymph nodes has
only been reported from observations of visible colorization.
Using human tissue, we could show the accumulation of inorganic and organic tattoo pigments in skin
and lymph nodes with smaller particles being preferentially transported (cf. section 2.4). We could also
show the permanent deposit of toxic elements such as Cr and Ni with the tattoo pigments in skin and
lymph nodes. Preliminary data showed no increase in tattoo related elements such as Ti, Ba, Fe and Cu in
other organs such as the liver, spleen and kidneys, which were found in corresponding skin and lymph
node tissue in our investigation (data not shown). Because the analyzed samples were part of a
retrospective study, co-exposure from sources other than the tattoo ink and pigment species analyzed
could not be predefined. Therefore, background levels of physiological elements such as Fe and Cu may
prevent identification of low level pigment deposit in more distant organs. Naturally low occurring
elements such as Ti would be most suitable to track tattoo pigments throughout the body. However,
since TiO2 is highly abundant in our environment deriving from cosmetics or paints, results derived from
human specimen might never be fully conclusive and could be attributed to sources other than the
tattoo. Also, the initially administrated quantity of pigments deposited in skin, which is a key factor in
calculating biodistribution, is not known for our samples. However, permanently enlarged lymph nodes
and the deposit of allergenic and carcinogenic elements in the lymph nodes documented here,
constitute a life-long risk.
Since particle research is carried out for multiple fields of application, data on the biodistribution of
other insoluble particles might be extrapolated to tattoo pigments. For example, TiO2 is an intensively
investigated particle species also used in tattoo inks. A large number of studies investigating the
biodistribution after intravenous (i.v.), i.p. and s.c. injections can be found in literature.
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As early as 1966, Huggins and Froehlich reported remnants of 0.2–0.4 µm anatase TiO2 particles after i.v.
injection still present in the body after one year in rats119. About 75% of the pigment was found in liver,
followed by spleen, and liver-draining lymph nodes. Smaller TiO2 particles of 25 nm in diameter were
found in liver, lung, spleen and to a lesser extent in the kidneys, heart, lymph nodes and brain 26 weeks
after i.v. administration in mice23. When those particles were injected s.c. in mice they were mainly
found in the lymph nodes followed by the liver, spleen and lung. Only minor amounts could be detected
in the heart, kidneys and brain23. However, this data was generated using light microscopic counts
without verification that the particles were indeed TiO2.
Olmedo et al. used energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to verify the presence of 1 µm Ti particles
after s.c. and i.p. administration in the liver and lungs in rats21. Also, radio-labelled 20 nm TiO2 particles
have been used to follow the path of their distribution in vivo120. Here, the preferential excretion of
particles via the renal over the fecal path could be tracked after i.v. injection. Recent studies on the
biodistribution of the insoluble quantum dot CdSe after i.d. injection revealed accumulation already after
24 h in liver (6%), lymph nodes (1%) and kidney (0.5%) based on its fluorescence properties121.
To investigate the excretion of inert particles, Cho et al. injected fluorescence labelled silica-particles of
50, 100 and 200 nm in diameter i.v. into mice122. The particle concentration found in urine and bile was
inversely proportional to the particle size.
In addition to the size, the particle coatings also influence their distribution and excretion in vivo. A study
comparing PEG-coated and non-coated silica particles with a diameter of 80–360 nm showed that
smaller PEG-coated particles stayed longer in the blood-circulation than non-coated particles and
therefore had a lower excretion rate via urine123.
Existing data on in vivo biodistribution and excretion of insoluble particles can be extrapolated to samesized tattoo particles. Still, it should be considered that the well-defined particles have been investigated
in the studies mentioned above. Tattoo ink particles are polydisperse with particle sizes that range from
a few nanometers—especially with carbon black pigments—up to several micrometers124. Macrophages
phagocytize particles up to 10 µm and therefore possibly remove even larger agglomerates125. Passive
transport to the lymph nodes is thought to occur minutes after exposure121. Since blood vessels can also
be harmed during the tattooing process, the distribution most likely follows a kinetic a pattern known
from i.d., s.c., or i.v. injections, but more likely a mixture of all three. Depending on the size and coating
of the pigments, a predominant deposit in the draining lymph nodes of the puncture site, but also in
liver, lung, and spleen can be expected. To a lesser extent, pigment deposits might also be expected to
be found in the kidneys, heart, brain and liver (and its draining lymph nodes). Excretion of small particles
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could take place via urine or bile with the predominant way being dependent on the coating (cf. He et
al.123).
Nonetheless, the biological consequences of the depicted distribution need to be investigated. Not the
fact that particles are distributed in vivo but the species of particles, their dissolution, tissue interaction
and possible biotransformation will account for possible toxic effects. As an example of the severe side
effects otherwise biologically inert particles may have, one should consider the endemic elephantiasis of
the lower legs in East Africa126. The mechanism currently thought to cause the disease is initiated by the
affected patients walking barefoot on volcanic soil. Thereby, silicate particles enter the lymphatic tissue
and lead to a fibrous enlargement. This results in a clogging of the lymph paths and finally in the
enlargement of the lower legs127. Similarly, tender and swollen lymph nodes near the puncture site are
sometimes noticed weeks after tattooing72.
In contrast to pigments, soluble tattoo ink ingredients will be distributed depending on their partitioning
coefficients. The same applies to soluble compounds from biodegradation or light decomposition. The
partitioning coefficient is known for most of these compounds or otherwise can be calculated, thus
allowing computer-based modelling of their distribution.
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3.3.

Tissue-particle interactions

One key aspect of tattoo safety is the tolerance of the foreign material inside the human body. We
therefore studied biomolecular changes induced by pigment particles in human tissue. Our results
showed protein misfolding towards a beta-sheet configuration of the amide I band in skin containing
tattoo pigments (cf. Chapter 2.4). Misfolded proteins are often reported as an initial step in the onset of
an adverse foreign body reaction125. After injury leading to the deposit of foreign material, the initial
recognition is triggered by host proteins adsorbed at its surface128. These might be serum proteins,
fibrinogen, complement proteins or antibodies which can serve as pro-inflammatory signals by
conformational changes of their structure125. This so-called acute phase is accompanied by the
infiltration of inflammatory mast cells and neutrophils. In the following chronic phase, monocytes and
lymphocytes are present leading to the formation of fused macrophages, the foreign body giant cells
(FBGC). FBGC formation has been described as early as 1912129. They recruit fibroblasts involved in the
formation of granulation tissue. As a result, a fibrous capsule separating foreign material from the vital
tissue is formed128. Biocompatible material is designed to trigger a fast resolution of acute and chronic
inflammatory responses at its surface. The extent of the inflammatory response is also dependent on the
severity of the initial injury128. However, FBGC are only formed when material exceeding a size of 10 µm
is present, which cannot be phagocytized by macrophages37,125. Therefore, these cells might only be
formed upon agglomeration of tattoo pigments in vivo which especially occurs with carbon black based
tattoos130.
The recognition of foreign material and proteins adsorbed at its surface plays a crucial role in the foreign
body response. In the case of gram-negative bacteria, lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are recognized by the
TOLL-like receptor 4 (TLR4) at the macrophage cell surface125. These receptors mostly identify exogenous
organisms but also endogenous ligands such as apoptotic cells, fibrinogen and heat shock proteins. Also,
scavenger receptors and integrins mediate the phagocytosis by macrophages. Therefore, foreign
material with attached LPS or microbe-related DNA, RNA but also other antigens or allergens may trigger
an inflammatory host response125.
Granulomatous foreign body reactions display the second frequent, non-infectious side-effect occurring
with tattoos and have been recognized for a while36. In tattoos, 5 out of 13 adverse reactions biopsies
showed foreign body reaction with FBGC formation83. Most individuals, however, display normal healing
after being tattooed. The general non-reactivity of the insoluble pigments might be influenced by the
respective tattoo ink formulation, as well as by potential pigment coatings. To make nanomaterials and
implants biocompatible, two main approaches are used. Either, hiding the material from recognition by
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preventing adsorption of proteins by using special coatings (non-fouling) or adding bioactive-peptide
motifs to their surface to simulate signaling properties of the cell membrane37. Non-fouling surface
coatings for nanocarriers might consist of albumin, polysaccharides like hyaluronic acid or hydrophilic
self-assembled monolayers like PEG131. The latter is often used as a dispersant in tattoo inks and might
therefore already serve as a mediator for biocompatibility in the initial phase before undergoing
degradation37. Other possible coatings used for nanoparticles in biomedical approaches are dextran,
polyvinylpyrrolidone, fatty acids, polyvinyl alcohols, polyacrylic acid, polypeptides, polylactide and
phosphorylcholine131.
Permanently implanted material with non-adherent / non-fouling properties can, however, increase the
foreign body reaction. Adherence to surrounding material is necessary for cell survival. Detachment
leads to anoikis, a form of apoptosis, induced by detachment from the outer matrix128. Therefore, the
foreign material needs to promote cell adhesion128. Hence, polymers preventing the adsorption of proinflammatory proteins but facilitating cell attachment by non-covalently linked molecules with bioactive
recognition peptides might display a high biocompatibility128. Therefore, the most likely interpretation of
the absence of a granuloma formation with most tattoos is that wettability mediating substances, such
as polymeric or surfactant structures, may reduce the initial protein absorption of pro-inflammatory
mediators. In later chronic stages of wound healing, particles are internalized and physically shielded
from recognition by inflammatory cells. Other less-inflammatory peptides might take the place of the
degraded or detached dispersants. Hence, the denatured proteins in the proximity of the particles found
in our investigation of non-granulomatous skin specimens, indicate that the kind of proteins and the
stage at which they are adsorbed, have a major impact on their biocompatibility.
However, other factors related to the surface chemistry of the particles might also play an important
role. For example, ROS production induced by nanoparticles upon the depletion of the antioxidative
defense system is a cause of inflammation and fibrosis in lungs132. Different kinds of ROS species such as
superoxide radicals occur endogenously in the mitochondria of mammalian cells; often involved in
signaling during wound healing or as pathogen defense133. If the protein or nucleic acid damage by ROS
exceeds the capacity of the defense system, apoptosis, senescence, general aging and dysfunction of the
cell and hence a contribution to cancer development might occur133. ROS can be generated especially
due to exposure to ultrafine particles (large surface area) either by PAH adsorbed to their surface in
combination with UV light,20 or by inorganic transition metals deriving from the particle itself132. Also
high doses of bio-persistent fibers are known to induce ROS formation132. ROS can lead to
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conformational changes in proteins,134 which might result in a change of their antigenicity and ultimately
in the initiation of autoimmune responses134,135.
However, the different mechanistical hypotheses leading to a foreign body granulomatous reaction are
still presumptuous and have to be further investigated. Future research should focus on parameters
assumed to cause this adverse outcome in only certain individuals with the aim to manufacture pigment
particles with better biocompatibility.
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3.4.

“Whitelist” for tattoo ink regulation: Scrutiny of the six organic
pigments investigated

The ultimate goal in the tattoo legislative process is the generation of a whitelist including pigments
which are thought to cause no adverse effects in humans. Current legislation is based on the
classification of pigments for cosmetics, which is not always based on toxicological data. For example,
one of the most widely used pigments in tattoo inks, pigment blue (P.B.)15 (also known as C.I. 74160) is
banned for use in tattoo inks in Germany upon strict interpretation of the current law. The TätoV states
that all ingredients listed in Annex II of the Cosmetics Regulation must not be used in tattoo inks. P.B.15
is listed under the constraint “when used as a substance in hair dye products”. This ban is historically
derived since the manufactures did not submit safety dossiers specifically for hair dye applications136.
Since an insoluble pigment is of no use in dying hair, the lack of interest in preparing a safety dossier is
understandable. Therefore the ban is not based on a higher risk of P.B.15 compared to other pigments.
When applying the constraint in Annex II to tattoo pigments, the pigments P.R.4 and P.R.5 would,
amongst others, also be banned. Another issue with the absence of a whitelist, is that all non-prohibited
pigments can essentially be used for tattooing. The dilemma becomes obvious with the chlorinated
phthalocyanine pigment green (P.G.)7. It is banned under the Cosmetics Regulation in contrast to
brominated and chlorinated phthalocyanine P.G.36 without any evidence that the latter exhibits any less
risk when used as tattoo pigment137.
Hence, the regulation of tattoo inks cannot completely rely on references to the Cosmetics Regulation
without defining specific safety criteria for intradermal application. All toxicological data available for the
various tattoo ink ingredients have to be taken into consideration to facilitate tattoo risk assessment—
including data from other fields of application.
The Council of Europe defined criteria for the safety assessment of tattoo ink ingredients, which were
further elaborated by the BfR in 200924,26. These criteria include physico-chemical characterization,
standard toxicological data, as well as biokinetics and data from in vivo subcutaneous application.
Especially for the two latter points, the decline of animal testing in Germany for tattoo inks (personal
communication Dr. Schacht, Hannover) will prevent the collection of appropriate data.
In terms of the physico-chemical characterization, most properties of a variety of tattoo ink components
are already known. Impurities and other ingredients have already been monitored for years29,138.
Cleavage products from UV and laser light might be deduced as proposed in Chapter 3.1.1. However,
except for P.Y.74, no data on metabolism of the ingredients is available so far52.
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Toxicological data such as corrosion, irritation, phototoxicity and genotoxicity can be established with
standardized in vitro tests. For sensitization, a combination of multiple in vitro tests can predict the in
vivo outcome139. However, these tests were developed for soluble substances and might therefore need
modifications with pigment particles.
For a vast majority of the substances used in tattoo inks and their corresponding cleavage products some
toxicological data already exists. Also in terms of allergenic properties of pigments, a small number of
case reports can be found in the literature. This data in combination with the extrapolated
decomposition of pigments would suffice for a major improvement of the current tattoo ink regulation.
As an initial step, a reevaluation of the blacklists of banned tattoo pigments should be carried out based
on toxicological data. In a second step, a whitelist should be established for pigments or groups of
pigments with sufficient data regarding the criteria mentioned above. In the following paragraphs, I will
briefly discuss selected criteria proposed by the Council of Europe and BfR24,26 in relation to the six
investigated pigments in laser decomposition (see Chapter 2.2 and 2.3).
3.4.1

Cu-phthalocyanine P.B.15

A detailed report on P.B.15 by OECD SIDS, which summarizes toxicological standard tests, concludes a
limited toxicity with no other effects reported140. This conclusion was based on reversible toxicity seen in
one out of three long-term feeding studies at a concentration of 200 mg/ml. Since tattoo inks, however,
are directly injected into the skin accompanied by blood and lymph fluid contact followed by long-term
exposure, no barrier to systemic distribution is present. Thus, oral toxicity data can be used to support a
risk assessment but cannot be seen as representative for the unique application route of tattooing.
Nonetheless, the Danish EPA calculated a Derived No-Effect Level (DNEL) of 2 mg/kg bodyweight per day
for P.B.15, based on a reduction of red blood cells seen in a 28 day rat gavage study115. Since no effects
were seen in a 13 weeks study, the DNEL is thought to be over estimated115. Still, the DNEL would allow
for a 140 cm² tattoo per day assuming the use of 1 mg/cm² and a person weighing 70 kg.
UV decomposition has not been observed so far. The half-life of photochemical degradation for P.B.15
was estimated with 1.04*10-2 years, but the test conditions were not reported by the authors140. In terms
of laser decomposition, benzene and hydrogen cyanide are the only evolving substances of concern and
have already been discussed in Chapter 3.1.2. Both substances are decomposition products of all organic
pigments subjected to laser irradiation.
Phthalocyanines are frequently used as photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy, for example, for
treatment of skin conditions but also for targeting cancer cells. The photosensitizer produces singlet
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oxygen upon irradiation in the treated tissue leading to local cell death141. However, phototoxic
properties of phthalocyanines with Cu as the central element are not expected since its quantum yield
for generation of the singlet oxygen is close to that of naturally occurring molecules such as aromatic
amino acids142.
Allergic reactions to blue nitrile gloves have been traced to their color, which contains P.B.1578. It is not
clear whether pure pigment without Ni contamination or even a pre-dispersed pigment mixture with
possible preservatives was used in the patch test in this case report. The actual formulation and mixture
with other pigments and dyes is proprietary information of the manufacturer. Hence, actual proof has
not been established by the authors who conducted the study to the best of their knowledge. A vast
amount of people wear nitrile blue gloves worldwide and P.B.15 is the only organic pigment used in the
tattoo market at the moment. Thus far no increase in allergic reactions has been reported. In light of this
observation, the report by Weimann et al. needs to be further substantiated by additional data to
establish or refute a causative relationship between exposure to P.B.15 and an allergic reaction.
In a 1988 report by the European Commission, further information on sensitization and genotoxicity was
requested for P.B.15143. Since B.P.15 was subsequently deemed suitable for use in all cosmetic products
for long-term skin contact, this pigment is unlikely to cause adverse effects when applied to the skin
surface. However, the safety dossiers potentially used to make this judgement are not open for public
review.
In summary, P.B.15 is a highly stable, non-soluble pigment that is unlikely to decompose except during
laser removal. Potential health risks associated with the release of HCN and benzene have to be
discussed at a higher level and are no P.B.15 specific concern. Impurities can be prevented and allergenic
properties seem unlikely. A number of toxicological in vivo tests prove no or only limited effects
regarding this pigment. Therefore, the pigment represents a good candidate for a whitelist of less
harmful pigments.
3.4.2

Quinophthalone P.Y.138

One main risk factor of P.Y.138 is its contamination with the carcinogen HCB. HCB is not thought to act
through a genotoxic mechanism, therefore non-carcinogenic concentrations will exist. However, in the
area of work place safety, a MAK value (maximal working place concentration) has not yet been
established due to uncertainties in the amounts accumulated in humans144.
There is no publicly available data on the photodecomposition properties of P.Y.138, but it belongs to
the group of highly light-fast pigments. Upon laser irradiation, HCB is also released, even though only in
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small amounts compared to the already present pigment contamination. The skin sensitizer
tetrachlorophthalic anhydride has only been found after pigment pyrolysis (Chapter 2.1) and as an
impurity in some bulk pigments145. It should be further evaluated whether this impurity can be avoided
as should its threshold for inducing skin reactions.
In terms of tattoo ink safety, a safety margin still needs to be defined for HCB. HCB and
tetrachlorophthalic anhydride should be kept at minimum possible levels in raw pigments.
The limited data available including the lack of animal and in vitro data prevent an informed opinion on
this pigment. Since there is no available data on basic toxicology tests on the pure pigment, there is no
justification for a black- or whitelist entry either.
3.4.3

Quinacridone P.V.19

Common impurities of P.V.19 are not known. The pigment used in our investigation did not show
contamination with PAAs before laser treatment. Due to its high light-fastness and its use in photovoltaic
cells, light decomposition is also assumed to be marginal146. Upon laser decomposition, only low
amounts of the mild skin irritant 1-cyanonaphthalene and aniline were found. Aniline is a known human
skin sensitizer and classified as category 2 carcinogen (cf. Chapter 3.1.2). However, the amounts found
after laser irradiation of P.V.19 are lower compared to levels found in market surveys by order of
magnitude29. Hence, the exposure of aniline caused by P.V.19 is low and also dependent the ink quality.
As yet, there have been no Investigations regarding this pigment’s ability to release aniline upon sunlight
exposure.
P.V.19 is currently restricted to only short-term skin contact in the Cosmetics Regulation147. The
toxicological reasons for this restriction in cosmetics are crucial to whether use is restricted or permitted
in tattoo inks, but they are not publicly available.
Case reports listing quinacridones as probable cause of tattoo reactions lack proper proof of causality
(c.f. Chapter 1.6.2). Next to P.V.19, the chlorine or methyl substituted quinacridone pigments P.R.202
and P.R.122 are also often found in tattoo inks. If the cleavage patterns of quinacridones are taken into
consideration, P.R.202 is expected to release 4-chloroaniline which is a category 1B carcinogen (GHS) as
well as a weak skin sensitizer148. Indeed, 4-chloroaniline was found after irradiation with various light
sources but not after laser irradiation of P.R.20249.
In extrapolation to P.R.122, 4-toluidine is expected to be released. 4-Toluidine is a category 2 carcinogen
according to GHS and also a category 1 skin sensitizer. We did not find decomposition products in a nontargeted laser experiment (cf. Chapter 2.3). The presence of these PAAs from both P.R.202 and P.R.122
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as pigment impurities or cleavage products should be further investigated, along with their sensitization
properties.
Similarly to P.Y.138, lack of toxicological data prevents the proposal of P.V.19 for whitelist inclusion—
despite its stability. Conversely, quinacridones are in danger to be added to a blacklist if evidence of its
sensitizing properties can be verified and are not solely attributed to impurities.
3.4.4

Diketopyrrolopyrrole P.R.254

Common impurities of P.R.254 are not known and have not been observed in our investigations. In a
study by Hauri and Hohl, no decomposition under sunlight exposure was seen49. In our study, 3chlorobenzamide was released upon irradiation with laser light. This substance has been categorized as a
potential skin sensitizer using Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) methods149.
Other cleavage products pose limited risks (cf. Chapter 2.3). In-depth tests for skin sensitization should
still be carried out, especially under UV-exposure. Also, as with other pigments basic toxicological data
needs to be presented for P.R.254 to be proposed for a whitelist.
3.4.5

Azo-naphthol pigment P.R.170

Common impurities of P.R.170 with PAAs have not been observed in the pigment sample used in our
investigation. Benzamide, 4-hydroxybenzamide and 4-aminobenzamide are released under sunlight
simulation49. We found mainly benzamide, 4-aminobenzamide and aniline after laser irradiation—along
with HCN and benzene. Aniline, as mentioned above, is a skin sensitizer. Benzamide is categorized as a
germ cell mutagen. As a potent poly-(ADP-ribose)-polymerase, benzamide increases sister chromatid
exchange rate in vitro150. Also significantly increased micronuclei were found in mice erythrocytes after
oral gavage151. Due to its weak amide and amino bonds, its light-fast properties are limited, leading to
possible release of significant substances under UV and laser light.
Data gaps on possible allergenic and genotoxic properties have to be closed. Especially in view of the
benzamide released, P.R.170 does not seem to be an ideal candidate for a whitelist of pigments for use
in tattoo inks.
3.4.6

Diazo pigment P.O.13

Just as other pigments above, P.O.13, as used in our investigation, did not show contamination with
PAAs before laser treatment.
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P.O.13 is known to release DCBD and 3,3-dichlorobiphenyl upon sunlight exposure49. In our investigation,
we found mainly DCBD, phenylisocyanate, benzonitrile and aniline as well as traces of 3,3dichlorobiphenyl after laser irradiation.
Aniline and DCBD are classified skin sensitizers. The same concerns regarding sensitizing potential and
possible release of benzidine were raised by the European Commission in 1988, resulting in a demand for
additional testing143. Since the pigment is not referred to in later statements, it was probably deleted in
all annexes of the Cosmetics Regulation.
DCBD is also a category 1B carcinogen (GHS). Since DCBD is a mutagenic carcinogen, no exposure
threshold can be drawn152. Since DCBD can be released under UV light, it poses a risk to all individuals
tattooed with P.O.13. The amounts of DCBD released from an average tattoo can increase the life-cancer
risk153. With this knowledge in mind, it is rather alarming that DCBD is frequently found in tattoo ink
monitoring reports with mean concentrations of 0.294 mg/kg ink29. With reductive cleavage pretreatment of the tattoo inks a maximum of 710 mg/kg DCBD has been found29. The reductive cleavage
method is usually used to mimic bacterial decomposition of ingested azo dyes from cosmetics and food
products154. However, liver enzymes are also able to cleave the azo bond154 and thereby display a third
source of release of DCBD from tattoo pigments alongside laser and UV light. P.O.13 released by far the
highest amount of benzene in laser irradiation compared to other pigments in our investigation. Upon
laser irradiation of large areas tattooed with P.O.13, benzene blood levels might even exceed those
found in workers with occupational exposure (cf. Chapter 3.1.2).
Therefore, all diazo pigments with DCBD as core building block and probable cleavage product, should
not

be

used

in

tattoo

inks

and

listed

in

a

toxicology-based

blacklist.
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4. Conclusion and Outlook
A major task in improving the safety of tattoo inks is the detection of ingredients that are not compliant
with current legislation. The analysis of pigments is especially challenging since they are insoluble in
water and most organic solvents by definition. The py-GC-MS applied here represents a suitable method
for identification of organic pigments with specific cleavage patterns; such as azo pigments.
Shortcomings of this method occur with quinacridone and other non-specifically cleaved pigments and in
mixtures of multiple pigments with similar cleavage sites. Pigment identification by Py-GC-MS should be
used as part of an analytical test battery, e.g. together with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF)-MS and LC approaches.
The specific cleavage patterns observed after pyrolysis and laser irradiation can also be used to
extrapolate decomposition patterns common to other pigments from the same chemical class. In this
way, the prediction of toxic decomposition products likely to form during laser removal seems to be
within reach. However, the extrapolation of cleavage patterns to sunlight exposure has to be
strengthened with more data on decomposition products.
The aqueous suspensions and postmortem tattooed pig skin used as models for laser irradiation showed
clear analogy in terms of general decomposition patterns compared to the rare data from in vivo mouse
studies. However, the quantities of the decomposition compounds, especially if highly volatile, are more
difficult to compare. Evaporation and fast distribution in hypothetical in vivo investigations would also
bear uncertainties regarding the exact amounts of compounds formed. Therefore, considering the
maximal amounts found in the aqueous suspensions and pig skin models, the application of additional
safety factors might already be sufficient for risk calculations.
Concerning the overall exposure with toxins deriving from tattooing, residual harmful substances from
pigment synthesis might be present in higher amounts in the ink mixtures than quantities found after
laser irradiation (e.g. HCB in P.Y.138). Toxicity studies involving hydrogen cyanide released by laser
irradiation showed cytotoxic properties at the expected skin concentrations and might therefore impair
healing of the disrupted tissue after laser irradiation. Carcinogenic substances will be distributed to their
target organs, e.g. liver, due to the full bio-availability and might therefore contribute to an increased
cancer risk.
Since some of the decomposition products are also listed as potential sensitizers, their release upon laser
and UV irradiation is of additional concern. In future, a set of in vitro assays mimicking the key events
necessary to develop allergic contact dermatitis such as peptide reactivity, keratinocyte activation and
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dendritic cell activation should be adapted to investigate adverse effects seen with tattoo allergy. A “2
out of 3” strategy to identify contact allergens assessing the named key events was shown to possess a
higher predictivity than standard in vivo animal tests such as local lymph node assay139,155. It is therefore
desirable to evaluate not only the sensitizing properties of the tattoo ink formulation, but also of the
decomposition products. Since allergies are sometimes confused or accompanied by granulomatous
foreign body reactions, surface properties of the pigment particles might also play a role in the observed
side effects and should be part of future research.
The biokinetics of pure tattoo pigments could be extrapolated from animal experiments conducted with
other inert pigments. Main pigment deposit is expected in lymph nodes, liver with minor amounts in
lung, spleen and kidneys (cf. Chapter 3.2). The distribution of pigments as such, does not automatically
imply adverse effects at their place of deposit. However, the co-transport with carcinogenic metal
impurities, as seen in our investigation, points to the potential health risk associated with pigment
distribution. Also, other effects induced by the particles, such as foreign body reactions, might pose a risk
upon systemic distribution. For example, necrosis of lymph nodes in a patient with ulcero-necrotic
reactions to tattoos has been described in the literature72. Additionally, since active transport of pigment
particles is facilitated by phagocytizing cells, which also harbor these pigments in the lymph nodes16,
pigment alteration by ROS inside the phagolysosomes cannot be excluded156.
Given the variety of different toxicological end points for which no data is yet available, conducting an
appropriate risk assessment is a mammoth task and should also include the evaluation of already
banned pigments. It might be a more practical approach to refine current legislation step by step, as has
been the approach with the first tattoo regulation. This would improve consumer safety immediately,
instead of postponing the process until all requisite endpoints have been experimentally investigated—
which might as well never happen. Today’s use of highly sensitizing preservatives such as
isothiazolinones and formaldehyde due to the lack of their regulation for tattoo inks is a warning
example. Apart from pigments, other hazardous ingredients should also be limited by clear maximum
values. Therefore, a whitelist is needed for all ingredients used in the manufacture of tattoo inks.
Future research should focus on the main risks such as carcinogenicity and allergies. Pigment
decomposition products, contaminations and auxiliary ingredients should also be addressed. Special
emphasis should also be placed on surface effects as well as on the photocatalytic properties of TiO2. By
this, the main side effects accounted to pigment chemistry, such as allergies, light sensitivity and
granuloma formation as well as the highly discussed impact of tattooing on cancer development will be
addressed.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Cu content in P.B.15 aqueous suspensions and pig skin. Data is displayed as mean ±
SD of three replicates.

Supplementary Table 1: Laser induced decomposition of P.Y.138 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± standard derivation (SD)
of three replicates.
*

unit

control

ruby
(694 nm)

HCN

a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
4.42
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
0.01
Pentachlorobenzene
a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
<LOQ
Xylene
a
nmol
0.27 ± 0.02
p
nmol
0.13 ± 0.02
0.17
Hexachlorobenzene
a
pmol 24.00 ± 3.00
p
pmol 10.00 ± 3.00
10.00
Benzonitrile
a
pmol
0.20 ± 0.20
p
pmol
1.00 ± 1.00
6.00
Benzene
a
pmol <LOQ
p
pmol <LOQ
17.00
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

± 2.21
± 0.01

± 0.07
± 4.00
± 2.00
± 7.00

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
20.30 ± 8.97
9.24 ± 6.64
0.10 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.05
0.14 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.03
0.21 ± 0.09
0.18 ± 0.06
47.00 ± 6.00
17.00 ± 5.00
4.00 ± 1.00
4.00 ± 3.00
5.00 ± 2.00
23.00 ± 3.00

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)

Nd:YAG
(532 nm) + TiO2
n.d.

2.58 ± 1.63
0.06 ± 0.01
<LOQ
0.09 ± 0.01
<LOQ
0.17 ± 0.07
0.14 ± 0.05
32.00 ± 5.00
9.00 ± 3.00
<LOQ
1.00 ± 1.00
n.d.
18.00 ± 3.00
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Supplementary Table 2: Laser induced decomposition of P.R.170 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± SD of three replicates.
*

unit

ruby
(694 nm)

control

HCN

a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
benzamide
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
4-aminobenzamide
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
benzonitrile
a
nmol
0.01 ± 0.00
p
nmol
<LOQ
aniline
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
benzene
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
1-cyanonaphthalene
a
pmol
<LOQ
p
pmol
0.20 ± 0.00
o-phenetidine
a
nmol
0.17 ± 0.07
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

1.10 ± 0.71
0.99 ± 0.34
0.31 ± 0.06
0.16 ± 0.04
0.12 ± 0.03
0.03 ± 0.02
5.30 ± 1.60

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
13.53 ± 7.59
9.85 ± 2.51
0.92 ± 0.72
5.04 ± 0.54
0.10 ± 0.06
1.88 ± 0.83
0.76 ± 0.31
0.36 ± 0.04
0.49 ± 0.22
0.43 ± 0.03
1.53 ± 0.78
0.28 ± 0.04
37.00 ± 17.00
13.30 ± 0.50
2.06 ± 0.51

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)

Nd:YAG
(532 nm) + TiO2
n.d.

1.31 ± 1.09
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
0.70 ± 0.06
0.01 ± 0.00
0.49 ± 0.05
<LOQ
n.d.
<LOQ
<LOQ
0.10 ± 0.10
0.96 ± 0.07

Supplementary Table 3: Laser induced decomposition of P.R.254 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± SD of three replicates.
*

unit

control

ruby
(694 nm)

4-chlorobenzonitrile

a
nmol
0.02 ± 0.00
p
nmol
0.02 ± 0.00
3.45
HCN
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
0.07 ± 0.12
4.93
benzonitrile
a
nmol
0.03 ± 0.01
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.16
chlorobenzene
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.51
3-chlorobenzamide
a
nmol
0.21 ± 0.01
p
nmol
0.03 ± 0.00
0.11
3-chlorobenzonitrile
a
nmol
0.01 ± 0.00
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.06
benzene
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.02
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

± 0.54
± 0.76
± 0.03
± 0.09
± 0.01
± 0.01
± 0.02

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
11.96 ± 0.79
8.90 ± 0.66
22.64 ± 5.69
20.46 ± 4.53
0.55 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.03
0.88 ± 0.37
1.67 ± 0.14
0.39 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.06
0.55 ± 0.04
0.14 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.07
0.11 ± 0.01

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)

Nd:YAG
(532 nm) + TiO2
29.93 ± 1.70

0.09 ± 0.01
n.d.
1.90 ± 1.27
0.44 ± 0.03
0.01 ± 0.00
0.37 ± 0.05
0.01 ± 0.00
0.38 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.02
0.36 ± 0.02
<LOQ
n.d.
0.01 ± 0.01
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Supplementary Table 4: Laser induced decomposition of P.O.13 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± SD of three replicates.
*

unit

ruby
(694 nm)

control

HCN

a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
1.14 ± 0.21
DCBD
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.22 ± 0.10
benzonitrile
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
0.01 ± 0.00
0.17 ± 0.06
aniline
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.13 ± 0.04
phenylisocyanate
a
nmol
1.57 ± 0.90
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.04 ± 0.06
benzene
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.37 ± 0.04
2-chloroaniline
a
nmol
<LOQ
p
nmol
<LOQ
0.03 ± 0.01
2-aminobenzonitrile
a
pmol
0.10 ± 0.00
p
pmol
0.40 ± 0.40
6.20 ± 5.30
biphenyl
a
pmol
0.40 ± 0.20
p
pmol
0.40 ± 0.40
19.60 ± 7.80
chlorobenzene
a
pmol
0.20 ± 0.10
p
pmol
0.20 ± 0.20
14.50 ± 5.60
PCB No.11
a
pmol
0.70 ± 0.10
p
pmol
0.30 ± 0.30
24.10 ± 9.70
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
36.59 ± 17.70
15.51 ± 7.45
0.67 ± 0.42
0.82 ± 0.34
0.48 ± 0.13
0.61 ± 0.20
1.68 ± 1.22
0.55 ± 0.23
71.35 ± 6.97
0.68 ± 0.19
1.24 ± 0.39
1.05 ± 0.92
0.04 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.06
34.50 ± 10.00
31.50 ± 11.50
49.70 ± 9.30
82.50 ± 18.90
18.00 ± 15.20
63.70 ± 20.60
28.20 ± 10.10
77.70 ± 18.80

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)

Nd:YAG
(532 nm) + TiO2
16.06 ± 7.36

0.93 ± 1.79
0.08 ± 0.01
<LOQ
0.42 ± 0.08
0.01 ± 0.01
2.29 ± 0.40
<LOQ
68.35 ± 7.42
<LOQ
0.55 ± 0.15
0.15 ± 0.04
0.03 ± 0.00
<LOQ
45.20 ± 13.00
0.40 ± 0.20
38.40 ± 16.40
1.00 ± 1.00
14.70 ± 3.70
0.40 ± 0.20
31.20 ± 5.40
1.50 ± 2.10

Supplementary Table 5: Laser induced decomposition of P.B.15 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± SD of three replicates.
*

HCN

unit

control

ruby
(694 nm)
169.75 ± 24.91
11.57 ± 4.13
4.87 ± 2.05
4.15 ± 0.43
1.65 ± 0.71
0.96 ± 0.14
0.13 ± 0.01
0.02 ± 0.00

a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile
a
nmol
0.01 ± 0.01
p
nmol
0.02 ± 0.01
benzonitrile
a
nmol
0.01 ± 0.01
p
nmol
0.02 ± 0.01
benzene
a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
6.50 ± 1.52
2.31 ± 0.21
3.52 ± 2.09
2.85 ± 1.26
0.56 ± 0.42
0.43 ± 0.18
0.01 ± 0.00
0.01 ± 0.00

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)
18.50 ± 26.21
1.76 ± 0.37
0.03 ± 0.00
1.24 ± 0.79
0.01 ± 0.00
0.21 ± 0.12
<LOQ
<LOQ

ruby
(694 nm) + TiO2
n.d.
11.45 ± 0.88
3.29 ± 0.17
n.d.
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Supplementary Table 6: Laser induced decomposition of P.V.19 in pig skin, aqueous suspensions and as
mixtures with TiO2 using three different laser wavelengths. Data is displayed as mean ± SD of three replicates.
*

unit

control

ruby
(694 nm)

HCN

a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
10.95
benzonitrile
a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
0.09
benzene
a
nmol <LOQ
p
nmol <LOQ
0.07
biphenyl
a
<LOQ
p
pmol
12.00 ± 2.00
11.00
1-cyanonaphthalene
a
pmol
0.50 ± 0.10
p
pmol <LOQ
6.00
aniline
a
<LOQ
p
pmol
1.00 ± 1.00
8.00
*a= aqueous suspension; p= pig skin.
Abbreviation: LOQ= limit of quantification; n.d.= not determined.

± 2.60
± 0.01
± 0.03
± 3.00
± 1.00
± 3.00

Nd:YAG
(532 nm)
27.16 ± 9.67
11.16 ± 3.45
0.40 ± 0.05
0.12 ± 0.03
0.08 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.04
<LOQ
10.00 ± 1.00
17.00 ± 0.40
4.00 ± 1.00
<LOQ
12.00 ± 2.00

Nd:YAG
(1064 nm)

Nd:YAG
(532 nm) + TiO2
n.d.

1.58 ± 1.21
0.29 ± 0.04
0.01 ± 0.00
n.d.
0.01 ± 0.00
<LOQ
7.00 ± 1.00
16.00 ± 2.00
1.00 ± 0.00
<LOQ
1.00 ± 1.00

Supplementary Table 7: Decomposition products of P.B.15 increase in a fluence-dependent manner with ruby
laser irradiation of postmortem tattooed pig skin. Non-tattooed pig skin served as a control. Data is displayed as
mean ± SD of three replicates.
unit

control

ruby 3 J
(694 nm)

ruby 4 J
(694 nm)

ruby 5 J
(694 nm)

HCN

nmol

<LOQ

4.08 ± 0.72

5.51 ± 0.82

7.25 ± 0.64

1,2-benzenedicarbonitrile

nmol

<LOQ

10.38 ± 8.96

12.99 ± 3.69

19.11 ± 3.30

benzonitrile

nmol

<LOQ

0.66 ± 0.07

1.03 ± 0.10

1.00 ± 0.13

benzene

pmol

<LOQ

1.70 ± 0.40

6.20 ± 4.50

2.20 ± 0.20
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Supplementary Data
Synchrotron-based ν-XRF mapping and µ-FTIR microscopy enable to look into
the fate and effects of tattoo pigments in human skin

Ines Schreiver*, Bernhard Hesse*, Christian Seim, Hiram Castillo-Michel, Julie
Villanova, Peter Laux, Nadine Dreiack, Randolf Penning, Remi Tucoulou, Marine
Cotte, Andreas Luch

*These authors contributed equally to this work

This chapter was published online on 12. September 2017 in:
Scientific Reports 7, 11395 (2017).
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Link: https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-017-11721-z
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Supplementary Table S1. Organic pigments in human skin and lymph node samples from
additional donors analyzed by LDI-ToF-MS.

Donor
Donor 2
Donor 5

Tissue
Skin

Location
left

LN

left

Skin
LN

Control 2

Pigment
red 170 (C.I.12475) , blue 15 (C.I.74160)
red 170 (C.I.12475) , blue 15 (C.I.74160)

black, red
hilus

LN
Donor 6

Color
black, red

green 7 (C.I.74260) , red 112 (C.I.12370), blue 15 (C.I.74160)

red
black

blue 15 (C.I.74160)

Skin

left

green

blue 15 (C.I.74160), green 7 (C.I.74260)

LN

left

green

green 7 (C.I.74260)

Skin

proximal

-

-

LN

axillary

-

-
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Supplementary Table S2. Element concentrations per tissue weight (ppm) in human skin and
lymph node samples from additional donors analyzed by ICP-MS.
Donor
2

Tissue
Skin

Location
left
left

5

LN
Skin
LN
LN

hilus

Skin
LN
LN

left
left

6
7

Skin

8

Skin
LN
Skin
Skin
LN
Skin

right leg
right
inguinal
left leg
left inguinal
right arm
right arm
right axillary
left arm

LN

left axillary

LN
Skin
LN

trachea
left arm
left axillary

Skin
LN

leg
inguinal

LN
LN

trachea
hilus

11

LN
Skin

para aortic
right arm

12

LN
Skin

right axillary
left

Skin

left

9

10

Skin
LN

Al
2.49

Cr
9.34

Fe
95.4

Ni
0.33

Cu
6.54

Cd other#
< LOQ

11.3
0.62

6.77
0.36

238
138

3.50
< LOQ

67.0
1.72

< LOQ
< LOQ Rb

1.12
0.88

0.36
< LOQ

758
193

0.90
< LOQ

2.33
4.33

green
green

4.40
6.19
3.66

0.67
9.29
0.65

76.9
735
123

0.54
5.09
0.23

19.2
84.2
3.52

red,
green,
black
black
black

< LOQ

< LOQ

4.85

< LOQ

2.29

< LOQ Ti
0.69 Ti, Br, Rb,
Hg
< LOQ
0.83
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Rb, Ba
< LOQ Ti

7.56
2.15

< LOQ
< LOQ

19.2
21.5

< LOQ
< LOQ

2.96
0.63

< LOQ Zn
< LOQ Zn

black
black
green
red
black
red,
yellow,
orange

< LOQ
0.16
4.11
38.5
1.30
5.17

< LOQ
0.06
< LOQ
< LOQ
0.23
< LOQ

8.73
4.65
14.8
10.1
14.9
5.66

< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ

< LOQ
0.10
11.5
< LOQ
2.50
< LOQ

1.75

< LOQ

14.5

< LOQ

0.51

20.8
6.49
7.29

< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ

63.0
3.29
26.2

< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ

1.28
2.03
0.80

8.24
3.51

< LOQ
< LOQ

4.26
12.9

< LOQ
< LOQ

< LOQ
0.83

4.10
0.85

< LOQ
< LOQ

76.7
103

< LOQ
< LOQ

1.41
3.14

4.20
< LOQ

< LOQ
< LOQ

37.7
2.36

< LOQ
< LOQ

1.23
< LOQ

0.15 Mn, Zn,
Rb
< LOQ Mn, Ba
< LOQ Ti, Zr
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Rb, Ba
< LOQ I
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, I
< LOQ Mn, Zn, I
< LOQ Mn, Zn,
Rb, I, Ba,
Pb
< LOQ Zn, I
< LOQ Zn, Ba

7.55
< LOQ

4.68
< LOQ

89.4
49.5

< LOQ
< LOQ

5.33
1.66

36.4 Ti, Ba, Hg
< LOQ

< LOQ

< LOQ

29.9

< LOQ

1.42

< LOQ Zn

Color
black,
red
black,
red
red
black

green
black
red

green,
blue
black
red,
green,
black
red,
green,

< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ
< LOQ

Zn
Mn
Ti, Ba
Zn
Ti
Zn
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13

LN
Skin

left
right leg

LN
Skin

right
inguinal
left arm

LN

left axillary

LN
LN

black
black
back,
blue

< LOQ
38.6

< LOQ
1.76

129
94.6

< LOQ
0.73

0.86
28.1

5.80

0.71

200

0.37

12.5

3.35

0.96

207

< LOQ

2.99

1.43

1.56

279

0.72

3.75

coeliac

< LOQ

< LOQ

155

< LOQ

3.26

left para
aortic

< LOQ

< LOQ

567

< LOQ

4.67

8.23

1.42

80.1

0.61

4.06

black,
red

Averag
e

< LOQ Zn
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Ba
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Cd, Sn
< LOQ Mn, Zn
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Cd, Ba
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Cd
< LOQ Ti, Mn,
Zn, Cd
18.3

Abbreviations: LN = lymph node; LOQ = limit of quantification. Elements measured (non-specified oxidation
states): aluminum (Al), barium (Ba), bromine (Br), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), iodine (I), iron (Fe),
lead (Pd), manganese (Mn), mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), rubidium (Rb), selenium (Sn), titanium (Ti), tungsten (W),
and zinc (Zn).
#
Non-quantitatively identified elements.
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Supplementary Figure S1. Identification of the used organic colorants by LDI-ToF-MS
spectrometry. a-e) Mass spectra obtained from lysed skin or lymph node specimens are displayed
next to spectra from pure reference pigments and their calculated isotope distribution (cf. Fig. 2).
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Supplementary Figure S2. -XRF mapping links elements to tattoo particles. Sections of skin
and lymph node tissues of donors 1 and 3 were analyzed by -XRF at ID21, ESRF. a, d) Optical
microscopy images of adjacent sections. b, e) -XRF maps of tissue sections. In skin, the
epidermal layer is visualized by the elements P (cell nuclei, blue) and the stratum corneum by S
(protein, green). The lymph node capsule of donor 1 shows also high S content (green layer,
right). Cl (green) is increased in the proximity of Ti (red) in the dermal layer of donor 1 (left
image) and 3 (right image). High Ti in the lymph node of donor 3 led to detector saturation. f)
High resolution map of skin in e). Cl and Ti are in close proximity to P-rich cell nuclei. c, g) Ti
K-edge -XANES spectra of skin (donors 1 and 3) and lymph node (donor 3) show mostly rutile
TiO2 (cf. Fig. 3). No -XANES was obtained for the lymph node of donor 1 since Ti
concentrations were too low.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Pigment particles in skin and lymph node tissues of donor 4 explored
by using -XRF at ID16B, ESRF. a) Fe elemental map (log scale). No Fe particles were detected
in the skin of donor 4. Dissolved and protein-bound Fe concentrations are higher in cells when
compared to the extracellular matrix, allowing the localization of the epidermal layer (arrow) and
cells in the proximity of particles in the dermis. b) Ti, Cu, Br mapping in the exact same area as
displayed in a). Br (green) systematically overlays with Cu (blue) to give a turquoise shade in the
images, thereby supporting the findings of the brominated copper phthalocyanine pigment green
36. Fe particles in the lymph node a) are co-localized to TiO2 (red) and pigment green 36 (Cu,
Br) particles. Scale bars = 5 µm.
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ANNEX III

Supplementary Figure S4. Changes of the biological structures in the cellular proximity of
tattoo pigments. Skin section of donor 2 analyzed by means of synchrotron -FTIR at ID21,
ESRF. a) Maps in second derivative obtained at 2920 cm-1 (―CH2 asymmetric vibration in
overlay with the FTIR visible light microscopic picture). Single points for PCA analysis in c)
were picked from the indicated areas. b) Mean spectra from each region marked in a) in second
derivative. Lipid and β-sheet related vibrations were increased in DP compared to D (see text).
Similar to donor 4 (cf. Fig. 4), amide I band again separates DP (protein low) from D (protein
high). In contrast to the skin of donor 4, the mean spectrum of the D area shows an amide I
maximum at 1655 cm-1 comparable to the SC area. c) PCA score plot of PC-1 vs. PC-2. d)
Loading plots of PC-1 and PC-2. Abbrevations: SC = stratum corneum and epidermis, D =
dermis, DP = dermis with particles.
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